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PREFACE
1..

The seventh annual symposium sponsored by the Graduate

Program in Industrial, Relations at St. Francis Coiegeof Pennsylvania

was devoted to the emerging phenomenon of collective negotiations

in education.

. The opening paper presents a national overview of virimis

aspects of collective negotiationsNin education, while the followitig

speakers analyze the subject matter mainly from the Standpoint of

eXperiences -under the Pennsylvania Public Employee Relations Act
.

of 1970 which granted the state and local employees full collective

bargaining rights sad a qualified right to strike. In both public and

higher education, the Issues are discussed from the general viewpoint

as well as from the' standpoint of management and labor.

The editor of these proceedings wishes to express his' sincere

thanks to the symposium cosponsors and to the speakers and panelists.

k)artigular thinks are also due to Mr. Robert L. Gaylor, Chief of the

Mask of Labor Relations, Pennsylvania Department of Education,

who served as thsyniposium co-coordintor, and to his able dilatant

Mr. Daniel J. DiLucchio.

V

Michael Dudra
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COLLECTIVE 'NEGOTIATIONS IN EDUCATION
- AN OVERVIEW

Richard V. Soleno

Chief. Division of Pub limployee Labor Relations
U. 8 tof Labor

, These days mulch is happening in government labor relations. I note this
at the onset to ease your minds tog own comet= in the education
sector. U it's- any consolation, a sweep the country this morning would

) undoubtedly turn up 'meetings like Lours, volving city managers, mayors,
personnel directors, police and fire groups in short, just about everyone
claiming elective office or an, occupational specialty in government employment.
We in the Division of Public Employe& Labor Relations can vouch for some of this-,
activity from pqrsonal involvement in training and talking with such groups. And,
our business is booming. '

Now that you all feel better, permit me to review some of the principal and
special concerns that we see emerging in your area of work. Let's see tf you
agree-

Of major concern are pressures resulting from..inflation, wh ich is pushing
up salaries and the costs of conducting school business. Other concerns may be
signs of changing times. These include growing teacher pressures for a bigger
role in policy formulation. There's also--a greater emphasis on teacher pro-
fessionalism, and greater involvement in The details of operating clabsrooms.

Stated another way, a survey of the; major terms in recent settlements.
and those issues that led to strikes in San Francisco, and Balti-
more, indicate that the current etonomic situation has' hurt and their
families. It may kave accounted, in part, for the drastic decisions to strike.
For exempts, a recent Chicago settlement reached OA hours - before a strike
deadline, provided pay raises; ranging from 4 to 10.3 percent. The union had
originally rooked for an 11.3 percent boost in total payroll. Meanwhile the In-
creasing cost of living has totaled,about 12 percent during the plat year. -

. .

It was also evident frd'm the survey that th settlemehts strained already 1

tight resource! available to school development and management programs. :
Beyond the foregointstrike actions, it is also worth-noting thattteadsers are

acting out of what they cons to be professional concerns. In addition to
striving for adequate raises, of living clauses, and other economic fringes, 1

they are achieving a voice on cies covering class size, planning time, transfer
policies, tenure and promotional procedures all in the aim* of regular
negotiations. Increasingly, teacher negotiations' are also dealing with curri-
culum development, budgetary distribution of program funds, special reading
programs, and other quality of education factors all of which tend to expand , .
the economic and professional billets of the scope of bargaining. A footnote
to this is a recent decision of the Wisconsin Employment Relations, Commission

-*Lich held that public school boards mat bargain with teacher dissociations when
educational policies have an impact on teaching loads and silaries..

6
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Bargaining on education policy is but one of several trends that has
emerged in 1974. Certainlyolhe negative employment situation for teachers, high-
lighted by decreasing enrollments, looms as an important issue for teacher unions.
In fact, the American Fedratian of Teachers eAFT) President, Albert Shanker,
has cited rising unemployment among teachers as reaching a crisis level after.
the effects of inflation on teacher pay. According to the AFT and the National
Education Association (NEA) only 40 -percent of the 400,000 1973-1974 college'
teaching graduates found jobs in their field. One of the strike demands in a
recent settlement in Oakland, Calder*, was the rein. zatement of 104 elementary
school, probationary teachers recentry laid off. After a one-day strike 93 of the
104 were rehired.

i

Whether caused by inc sed teacher bargaining rights, inflatloft and rising
payApectations, or because uncertain job security the fact is that unioniza-
tion among teachers is on e increase. Organizing activity is especially high in
the post-secondary schools and universities. Among strong organizing efforts are
those of the AFT, NEA and the Association of AmeriCan University Professors
(AAUP). Again, the reasons may stem from varied sources including new
legislated bargaining rights.

_As of July 1974, 20 states had some form of polity governing bargaining
among community college faculty. Most of these laws have been passed since
1965.

In addition, 27 of the 50 states have legislation covering collective bargaining
rights for public school teachers. Lest you be misled. however, among those
States with laws a few only provide for meet and confer activity, and the formal
crocedures and-rights vary considerably among state laws.

Other reasons that may account for increqsed unionization among teachers,
according to the reporting service literaturc-ifte fribiation over a labk of
participation in academic governance and eroding tenure systems hastened by the
use of part-timers, equal employment opportunity(program considerations, and the
decreasing employment of professors. Coincidentally, the AFT reports that of its
approximately 25,000 members in colleges and universities, 9,000/ are new mem-
bers' added during the 1973 -1974 academic year.

I'll permit myself an editorial comment and say that without question the
traditional opposition to unionism is fading at all levels in the educat.on field.
Membership in both.the NEA and AFT has increased notably. Figures for 1974
show the NEA with approximately 1.5 million members, up from 1.16 million in
1972. Membership in AFT w t from 250,000 in 1972 to its current membership
of 450,000. Of course, some f these gains have rerrated from recent state
association mergers of the res tive groups in New York, Florida and elsewhere.

The level of strike activity, also represeifts something of a trend. In the
month of September, 1974, the number of strikes was. approximately the same as
had occurred in September, 1973 totaling 23 strikes In six states, affecting
some 17,000 teachers. However, strikes and job actions for the first 9 Moths of
1974 have totaled 66, as compared with 104 during the same period in 1973.
Whether the reduced strike activity will continue bears -close watching. Either
the downturn in teacher employment will dampen strikes, or the cost of livloj
may fortq them up. So far 'strikes are down.

7
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In this connection, it may be pr9per for policy makers to question in light '
of teacher militancy whether a strike prohibition or the threat of a fine really
keeps teaching staff on the job. In this vein, two recent incidents come to mind.
In the Detroit teacher strike, a content,* fine of $240,000 against the Detroit
Federation of Teachers was overturned. *u may.fidso reall the reduced penalty
ultimately levied in the Philadelphia teacher's strike. The lessons here appear
to be that teachers did strike despite a strike prohibition in the,former, and against
a 'court order injunction in the latter. Also, the decisions may be indicative and
only that of a changing court attitude against severe penalties for public
employee strikes.

Of interest too, Me the merger talks between dr,: NEA and AFT. These
were discontinued last March and have entered what many call a "cooling off
Period." I suspect that the talks are dormant but not clad. With Mr. Shanker's
election as head of the AFT, the talks may well reopen in the future. First how-
ever, the NEA opposition to AFL-CIO affiliation and difference between the

--' Associations on minority 'group representation on the proposed governing board,
will have to be resolved.

Postponed talks notwithstanding, the tt.tocictions have expanded their
organizing drives. The formation of the AFL-CIO's oew public employee depart-
ment will likely increasesteacher organization -and lobbying muscle. As a member
of the Department, the AFT is assured a governirg voice in the Department's

9 deliberations. The NEA, on be other hind, is cuordinating its organizing and
lobbying efforts through the Coalition of Amen as Public Employees /CAPE).
It is joined in its efforts . the American Federation of State, County and

'MuniJipal Employees, the ational Treasury Empldyees' Union, and some 13--
State CAPE affiliates.

Otherwise, recent organizing campaigns mounted by he Associations are
continuing in the eastern seaboard states and in the South Both Associations
are also looking to the adoption of a new California collective bargaining law for
teachers to increase their membershipi. ..

. . .. .

In the midst of these changing attitudes &rid bargaining issues, the AFT,
NEA aid othe7 public sector unions are also loboxing hard for the passage of a.,'
Federal law that wobid guafantee collective bargaining rights for all public 1

employees, including teachers. Significant differences exist in 'the separate %.
legislation supported by he Associations. Both groups, however, agree 93at the
situation in the 50 state is too varied in terms of rights and obligations on
fundamental collective ba tuning issuses and that, consequently, the divergencies
call' for federal legislation.

In this regard, both the House and Senate have completed hearings on
several major bills which would prescribe a Significant federal role in public
sector labor relations in state and local government.

Again, there are significant differences in the proposed legislation. For
r example, H.R. 8677 (S. 3215) sponsored by Congressman Clay and supported fiy

the NEA, AFSCME and other CAPE members, would create a federal agency



the National Public Eniployment Relations Commission to serve a somewhat
similar ftinction with respect to state and local employees and unions, as the
National Labor Relations. Board (NLRB) provides in the private sector. The
Commission would also be empowered to determine bargaining units and oversee
impasse and grievance procedures. Significantly, the ball would make the agency,
shop fee mandatory for certified representatives and allow' negotiations over
union shop pm' ions. The FMCS would assist in impasse resolution. The same
bill would also allow those states to opt-out if fhe commission determines that the
'state system s substantially equivalent to the system established by the Act.

A similarly extensive federal role is embodied in Representative Thompson's
Bill H.R. mq (S. 3294); supported by the AFT. This bill would eliminate the
state and load -exemption from the National Labor Relations Act. t 1

Other legislative proposals not yet subjected to congressional debate,
contemplate a much less extensive federal role. For example, the bill supported

....
by the Assembly of Governmental Employees (AGE) requires the states to set up
a public personnel system applicable also to localities within the state.
Standards for labor relations systems are also specified isle Act. Compliance
is made it condition for the granting of federal funds to the states. A National
Public Vmployee Relations Comthission would also be established to enforce
compliance with the Act. -

..i%

/In the ,rece t Senate testimony on proposed federal legislation, AFT
President Shenker upported the NLRA amendment because he said it is consistent
with the AFT's f damental belief that "the inteAst, concerns,- and problems
public employees have with respect to their jobs are in no basic way different
from the interest, /concern and problems of private sector workers." He went on
ro state that "hn it° uncertain terms, the AFT considers the right to strike to be
an absolutely basic element in any system of labor relations . . . when the right to
withhold labor ii limited, then the word bargaining loses its meaning because
the power of employees is dissipated."

The AFT has opposed the Clay Bill in part foi its inclusion of supervisors in
the sjte bargaining unit as teachers.

Incidentally, the unit determinatio question, as you may well agree, is a
Very difficult problem in the education ifeld. I suspect that as today's program
continues this issue involving the inclation of professionals and paraprofessionals
in units and the.place of substitutes in the negotiation proces will be examined.
They certainly complicate prospective federal legislative alternatives.

.Referring back to the Congressional hearings thie NEA represented by
President James A. Harris supported the Clay Bill as part of the COPE program.
He noted that "there is no chance for successful bargaining when the employer can
batik the employee organization against the wall." He stated that both employee
organizations and employers must have an equal range of alternatives if agree-
ments are to be rea6hed at the bargaining table."

9
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Whatever approach is ultimately agreed upon, the effects of a federd
certainly one with a loisl opt out or minimum standards will not cause cons
pilaw* problems here in Pennsylvania. This Pate boasts one of the most
sophisticated bargaining- laws of all the ztates and would certainly meet such
standards.

Clearly, the push for more legislative collbstive bargaining right; in public
sector labor relations is continuing. In the last two. years alone comprehensive
bar fining laws were .passed in Montana, 'Oregon, Iowa and Florida, sndr in
IndPha Ibr teachers. Thlz brings the total of ttates having some form of legislation
or policy for labor relations to 36,

.44
The implications of new amendments to existing state laws, court decisions,

proposed state bills That were rejected, and plans for upcoming legislatife sessions
could all constitute separate seminars in themselves. But the points I wish to
emphabize and conclude $,ith are these:

1. Public employees and their organizations are demanding more rights 4-

and getting more legislative support behind their collectivelbargtinbig efforts
on both the at and federal levels.

2. Aophistication under existing collective bargaining programs is growing
rapidly and pressures for expandedscope of bargaining including educational
quality demands are being felt throughout the country.

I-

3. Effective collective bargaining under a state or local law or a- federal
bill requires continuing adjustment of procedures and policies established therein.

In short, there is a need for more discussion and reflection by practitioners on
both sides. of the table along the lines of today's progfam. There is also a
need for the transmittal' of this experience to the trainers of new and amended

.

4. Demands at the bargaining table for higher wage rates and cost of
living clauses to hedge against inflation will continue to increase. .

5. Organizing efforts among teachers will continue to grow end expand
geographiaally for both pubpc school teachers and educators in the post- secondary
colleees and universities.

0. Finally, should a merger between the APT. arid 71A drelor, we will
likely see lobbying force and spoltesthen for teachers comparable in
strength to the rgest itndustrial unions in the private Sector.

10
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COLLECTIVENEGOTIATIONS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
AND Tq EMPLOYER

David W. Hornbeck

Executlk Deputy Secretary
Pennsylvants-Deparicaent of Xduoatloa

Your program anstealni indicates that 1 am to address myself to the question
of collective bargaining in higher education from the point of view of the employer.
I am delighted to So so as I consider this issue among)he twq cr three most
imporbuit facing hiker education today. Tehelp set, the parameters, -1( should:-
tell you that I speak from experience from the point of ,view of only oneemployer,
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and within the Comnionwealth, the Depart-
ment (*Education.' My task this morning Is to share with you my experience
of having spent .three years dealingovith one contract and the beginning stages of
a second with the faculty of Pennsylvania's I State °lieges and_ Indiana
University:

When Secretary of Education, John Pittinger, and I came into office' in Jan-
uary of 1972, negotiations between-thercomniontealth and the Association of Pa.
State College tint! University Faculties had been underway for a number of months
sand were within weeks of conclusion. Neither of us were experienced in tlii labor
relations arena; we assumed, partly through decision by ,Gdecision, 'beat we
should not intervene in:the negotiations process In any I;ubstahtial way since the
process was in the fianis of labor relations professions& MOreover, Lwe were of
the view that collective bargaining should be limited largely ,to concerns focusing
primarily on wages and conditiois of employment, defined very.:nelfrowly.%
Educational matters 'should be excluded.

''Vow nearly a year following the sighing of that contract, we pursued the
tam-general approach to the collective bargaining relationship. We took what
the' lawyeri might call a strict constructionist view of the conttact jiy that I

reason to discuss it. It meant ill? if any basis: could be found in the tractor,
mein that if an issue was not directly discussed h the e contract wasoo

denying the claims of the imion, we etserted that basis andlenied those claims.
It meant that if the cgttract didn't say that loomed:1g could or should be done, it
was not done. As a matter of fact, neither the Secretary nor I had much:contact
with'APSCUF at all. I tRink that it's fair to say that our own way of looking 'at,
the world also rubbed Off oo some of those who were responsible f lading with
the faculty at the local institutional level. A combination bf our takh.e that position
and-others following suit had, as I look back, heptive and very unfortunate
oo(Isquencep. -
'of

. One or the clearest examples of that philosophy bbl a collective bargatning
relationship was our q.ectien to grievanOes. I overstate it to some extent, but not'
greatly, when I *ay thi In dot' first year when grievances reached. the April
level invoiting the Secretary's Office, we reviewed the materials submitted in a
somewhat. cursory way but ip fact supported the decision SIthe president of the
local institution. It is quite proper, even necessary to support your mantzgers.

ee 11 . r."



However, to blindly follow their lead can have serious consequences. It was the
grievance proceduregand its,tesults which first led us-to begin to reconsider, our
position. Toward the end of the first year, we, ound ourselvsowith a string of
arbitration awards . seven if r remember Correctly CI of which were
against us. To understate it sOmewhat, we thought those circumstances suggested
a review of the way in which we were approaching labor relations. The cul-
mination of that review, at least up until the present time, is i believe represented'
in the secdtid contract which we signed with APSCUF during the first week of
October.. .

,M111

I want to spend the next several, minutes describing the pr. as , to
and the content of that contract. That will illustrate concretely the perbpective on
collective' bargaining of one highe education employer_ more clee.rly than simply
Inying out for you a list of principles to femember. The first and most crucial
decision was that in contrast to the first negotiations we would be involved
at,.the- highest levels of the department. We knew the second contract was going
to be a critically important factor in the life of the State Colleges and Indiana
University. Having discovered the .impact -and potential impact of collective
bargaining on the colleges,'it could not be left to the direction of persons whose
primary concern was not education. We felt that it was vitally important that the
chief negotiator for the cofnmonwealh be sorieonerwho had had not only extensive'
experience in labor relations and as a negotiator but equally and, perhaps more
important,-we felt that the chief negotiator had to be someone who understood the
world of higher education and could speak the linguage of administrators and
faculty alike. We were fortunate in finding sucf. a person in Dr. Bernard Ingster.
The choice of Dr. Ingster represented a significant departure from previous
commonwealth practice in negotiations in that the Department responsible for the
employes involved in the negotiations selected the chief negotiator. The Governor's
Office of Labor Relations was most coopErative and supportive in that decision.

The next major undertaking was the foimation of something that we refer to
as the labor policy committee. This was a committewhich I chaired on behalf of
the Secretary. Dr. Ingster, several people from our office of higher education and
a representative from the Board of-Presidents of the State Colleges composed the
committee. .That committee began to meet in early September, some five months
prior WO first formal negotiating session. Stated simply, if we were going to
take this collective bargaining relationship seriously we were going to be prepared..
During the course of those five months, we solicited and received the advice of all
14 presidents, people within the Department. the opinion of people concerned with
affirmative-action, and others. Wq.then spent days wrestling with the old contract.
We considered proposed change:. We discussed our vision for the state colleges
and how the contract might relate to that. We argued. We wrote position papers.
We did a statistical analysis of faculty ranks, wages, terms and conditions of
employment in a host of. institutions in neighboring states similar td our -1'
institutions. The result was a complete proposed contract repre,senting the best,
thinking of which we were capable. It was that proposal which we placed on the
table at the fjrst formal negotiating session in January.

At the first session, the Commonwealth tem,and APSCUF's team decided
to try to reduce the adversarial nature of the relationship to a minimum. We
began br calling the negotiations conversations. Frankly, that kind of dialogue

12
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was possible because during the time the Commonwealt hagl been preparing so
arduously, APSCUF also had been taking its responsibility seriously. We fund
from the beginning that the Commonwealth anti the faculty were corning together
with a wide .range of shared concerns; These revolved around issues of. teaching
excellence, rising costg,*quality institutions and the future of the state colleges.
That -common grouad_sustained, both parties throughout the negotiations -and
allowed us to conclude them on air last day of August without the intervention of
a third party of :by form no mean achieverdent in itself.

4
That contract reflects throughout those common concerns. It faces issues of

economic reality. It addressakitself specifically to issues of teacipg excellence.
It involves a considerable measure of, fadulty participapon in helping shape
thinking leading to decisions. Let me describe for you th&basis for my making
those assertions.

,/, ilFifsLeconomic reality is addressed in two major provisions.1 One of those
is the wage package for the first year which calls for a 4 perIcent across the board
increase in, salary. We all of course, know that in these inflationary times such an
increase is hardly extravagunt But it is a tribute to the faculty that they con-
sidered such a settlement Bur r g it period of financial crunch in the institutions,
an investment in the future of the state colleges. On the other side, economic
reality was further addressed by the Commonwealth's fledge to retrench no faculty
member for the academic year.I975-76. That extendid by one year our pledge of
a year ago to a no-retrenchment policy for the academia' year we are presently in.
We felt that it wps very important that faculty should be secure in their jobs
during this period of time in which faculty, and administrations of the colleges and
the Department of Education are taking many new initiatives related to the quality
of education and teaching excellence in our institutions.

To the same end, we left determination of wages in years subsequent to the
first to a rather unusual mechanism in the event that Commonwealth and
APSCUF are unable to agree to a wage package. sue would be submitted
-to an arbitration panel. The panel would make a fin 1 decision subject to a
ceiling that will be determined by the wage settlements between' the Common-
wealth and the other unions representing Commonwealth employes. We decided to
employ that mechanism for wage determinations in order to dvoid having serious
disagreements °At- wages influence and possibly destroy our mutual interests in
giving primary attention to educational issues.

Let me turn now to provisions of the contract which relate directly to ques-
tions of teaching excellence and educate -cal quAlity. These are at least four areas
of the contract that 'deal directly with these questions. For) me the first and in
some ways the most important is one dealing with evaluation. A committee made
up of two presidents of the state colleges, two faculty representatives and two
appointees of the Secretary are presently at work designing the implementation oftthe new evaluation procedurei. The parameters of the substance and process r
the new approach to evaluation, however, have already been laid out in t the
contract itself. They consist of several factors. One is that the new evaluation
procedure will take place for any given faculty member once every five years.
That by itself sets the stage for the evaluation to be taken more seriously and in

4
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greater depth th4 in the past. Second, there is a heavy emphasis on self
7 evaluation. Self-evaluation will be conducted primarily through the faculty

tnember writipg a paper in each of four airs. One will speak to the faculty. .
member's views of teaching( and goals for the next five years. A second will
relate to an assessment of intellectual growth and development during the plevious
five years and plans for the next five. Third will be an assessment and goal
setting statement regardirig service to the college. 'Fourth will be a silar
statemenhabout the college's obligation of service to the community, or regiofi in
which it finds itself and the faculty member's role iln helping meet that obligation.
The committee which is at work is discussing how this' will be fle'shed out and
implemented. We feel very strongly that sat evaluation has to play en important
role for change and thought to take place regarding any of t)tese issues. It is
absolutely essential that'the faculty( member being evaluated play a dominant role.
However, the process will not be left to the faculty member alone. A faculty
member's peers, administrators and students will form ,an evaluation committee
`which will read the papers written by the faculty member andycliscuss at length
the performane of the faculty member over the previous five years and the
projections which, the faculty member has made with respect to the subsequent
five years. We feel that this kind of attention t j valuation at a substantive level
Wirlead to improved performance even among the best of faculty menakets, since
we begin from the assumittion that none of us can gitiinately claim that we are
sb good 'at what we do that there is no room for improvement.

A second.area of the contract relating to teaching excellence is the pioirision
for distinguished teaching awards. In the past at the state colleges one device
which was used to reward meritorious performance was something we referred to
as merit increments. Over the years the merit increments had, I think most
would agre* deteriorated into a process in which a primary donsideration was
whether a particular faculty member haIl gotten one the year before or the year
before that and %nether that faculty member's turn to get one had come up again.

-The distinction that should have been associated with merit incr ents was for
all intents and purpodes not an operative %caw. The new distin ished teaching
awards will take place at we; levels. At the local campus level one, two or three
awards may be granted each year depending on the size of the faculty at the
campuses. Faculty will submit proposals to a committee made up of faculty from
other distinguished teaching institutions, administrators, and students. The pro-
posal will lay out what the faculty member proposes to do by way of demonstrating
teaching excellence and will pinpoint the evaluation process the faculty member
suggests will reveal Whether he or she has done it. When a faculty member is
admitted to candidacy for a' distinguished teaching award, he or she then will
do whatever hcd been proposed. At the appropriate time the local campus Com-
mittee will evaluate performance. Some faculty may not have completed what
they.hcid proposed. Another group may have completed it anithereby be eligible
to receive a certificate of teaching distinction but not the final distinguished
teaching award. Finally, one, two or three faculty members, depending on the
campus, may receive the teaching award itself which will be Worth $2,500.

4
In addttion to the local selection, those receiving the dilitinguished teaching

award may become candidates for one of ten state-wide awards which will be
given on the basis of a selection committee at the Mate level consisting of three
Secretarial appointees, a president of a local college, a president of a local APSCUF
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chapter, and abpresident of a local student asSeciation. Anyone selected for one
of the state -level awards will receive an additional $3,500. A faculty *ember thus
would be eligible to receive a One-time $6,000 award if he or she werosucces*ful
at both levels. Th cost of this merit award. system will be one-third to one-half
thatliff the old 'system. The difference will be expended on other mutually agreed
upon educationally related problems.

k 4

We think that this process will rocas real attention on teaching cellence.
There is one major problerawassociated with it with which we are struggling now
in a committee similar to the one I described that's at work on evaluation. That
is haw we reward the work and effort of the faculty member whose approach to
teaching is not what one would normally call innovative: It is quite possible for
tht process we have outlined to deteriorate into gimmily orientation. We have
to guard agaiit that. There are and you kno,w who they are at your campuses

individuals who over'ffie year' have. inspired young people in their academic_
pursuits, who have challenged Mehl to stretch their minds Ind who have generally
been excellent teaching faculty. Our challenge is to piovide a way in which
those ptople may become candidates for the distinguished teaching awaras well
as the faculty member whoOt some new creative idea for approaching the

=academic enterprise. /
.

-

The two other areas of the 41-act which are very significant are the areas
of tenure and promotion. In eac there is a commiti at work composed of two
acuity members, preside s r..nd two Secretarial appointees who are in

th- roc ng new *delines for promotion and tenure decisions. At

the m , t 'many of thob decisions are based on a sense of tradition and
past practice. There are some institutions and some departments within some
institutions which have written clearly defined standards for both promotion and
tenure. In too many others, however, the standards are loose and vague. The
state -level committee in the area of promotions will establi4h guidelines against
which local promotion, guidelines will be measured. Local pramotion)decisions will
then be Made against those guidelines. In area of tenure, the guidelines which
the state-level committee will promulgate will be advisory to the presidents rather
than mandatory as is the case in the promotion area. However, since thcise guide-
lines will result from the joint deliberations of presidents, faculty and the Depart-
ment of Education, they will carry with them a high degree of persuasiveness.

There are other areas of the contract which are important, such as the pro-
vision for a workload equivalent for a director of equal opportunity in sports and
a new affirmative action provision. But there is only one other area, that I want
,to highlight this morning: That is the provision for state-level meet and discuss
sessions. During the course of negotiations there were a number of items where
we carried the language from the first contract over into the second- contract or
made only minor, modifications. Yet they were areas in which both parties
raegnized continuing complex problems which affect the entire "ystent. They
include questions`of retrenchment, affirmative action, workload, overload, summer
employment and retirement. We resolved to continue to discuss those items and
others that will occur of a major policy nature in monthly meet andfdiscuss sessions
between APSCUF and the Departfnent. After three session ths latest of which
was yesterday it is clear that we are continuirfg to approach those problems
from the point of view of their being mutual problems to whiih we must find
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tu*wers rather than problems winch involve us in a rigid adversarial relationship.
T41 we can continue to sit down and distuss such major questions facing higher
education is critically 'impottant if our 14 institutions are going to meet t14
challenges of 197 ndthe gears to come: That sums up from by perspective the,
process and co ent relating to our most recent contract with APSCUF. ]Both the
Union and Commonwealth have stuck their n ks out pretty far in sigtfing that
agreement: These past six weeks suggest tp that the risk that's invOved will
prove tp be justified-. I can only hope that cimtinues to be the ca-se.

The Department feels that the state colleges have 'often taken a bum lmo'
with respect to their quality. We (eel that each 4 the 14' can become institutions
of real distifiction. We think that the institutions can be much more a system than
they are now. We think that each institution can and §hould develop at least oft
area of such expertise that they achieve a national reputation in that area. We
would hope, of course, that there might be more than one. But each should have
at least one thing w h leads someone in any part of this nation tq say that it is
necessary to.go-td Slipper Rock or Clarion or West Chester or Cheyney or what-

.
ever in order to be on top of the sta e of the art in whatever Brea is each college's
area of ;eat distinction. .We are g ing to continue to face difficult problems of
rising costs and potentially droppin enrollments. We are going fo have to deal
with significant new trends in higher education such as those that we see in thr
arena of continuing education and the need for a ,,ubstantial increase in the number
of minorities that wthwant to admit as students and employ as faculty and adminis-

, tratars. We must develop ways in which the colleges become less seltist in employ-
men[ and in the orientation of their acadamic programs. We must provide for
differentiated missions to meet students, commonwealth and regional needs. The
kinds of initiatives which are implied in that range of objectives are not going to be
achieved through fiats froth the Department of Education or from the presidents
of the institutions. It will respire cooperation with the faculty.-I

I believe collective bargaittne can assisft in maintaining -excellence and
provoking change. It can help accommodate initiatives which come from many
directions. The contract which I've just described for you and the process through
which we went towards its achievement underline my commitment to the positive
use of the collective bargaining relationship. To make that so, however, one
cannot approach the issues in a cursory or, ad hoc manner. A number of things
have to be at work. '

The process has to involve participation by managers at the highest level.
In the instance that we're talking about, the Secretary and I, the Commissioner
and the Deputy Commissioner of iligher Education and the presidents of the
intitutions have to give time, thought and energy to labor relations.

It is absolutely essential that (here be much preparation and planning leading
up to any negItiatiig session as we did in the labor policy committee.

The kind of time and energy that has been given to implementing that
agreement must continue during the life of the agreement. One of the serious
mistakes that people engaged in labor relations sometimes make is giving little
or no attention to the relationships between the employer and the employe between
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contract negotiations. That alwa seems to lead to a new set of negotiations in
which there ar*o many as 200 brill° ox 400 outstanding problems which in turn
haveto be dealt th at the bargaining table. 'Most of those issues could be solved
prior to She time that a new contract needs to be negotiated. . .

That leads me to the prittiple of flexibility. A contract is a contract is a
contract. At the same time, if either ihe)union or the'empolyer views ,the contract
in an abiolutely rigid way, solutions to many .problems will not be forthcoming.
There is One view to the collective bargfinifig relationshp which reflects the view
that the Secretary and I originally took which reads the contract in the narrowest
fashion possible. Thet; are problems that arise in any contract which were, not
foreseen by those at the Mile when the contract was negotiated. I think that it
is essential that the parties be in a position to sit down anti talk to one another and
arrive at reasonable solutions to th4 complex protlems that' face us all. In The
course of doing that, the manager need not give up what some hang on to in
somewhat religious way - that entity called management rights. In fact, reason-
able 1olutions to complicated problems reptesegt in my view the exercise of man-
agemmt rights. By and large, I view the collective bargainiiikprocess as a proceis
that can, and should be devoted to poblems solving. I am sure we all would
agree that the problems rating higher education today are as -difficult as they
have everibeen. kigidity and narrowmirlhaess have no place in that kind of world.

6

Finally, if we are to justify participation by 'people, at the highest level; if

we are going to prepare nd plan txtchsively; if we are`going to approach col-
lective bargaining as a problem-Sol ing process and be flexible; there is one other

A. necessary ingredient. We must view the faculty as partners in this eaterprjee.
We should embrace the concept of participation, not fear it. We should do every-
thing in our power to provoke trust rather than distrust. Until such time as the ,

faculty are viewed as allies and, k6lowing from that, respond ds allies, we will
not have the kind of relationship which will result in the achievement of the goals
we mutually hold. That kind of partnership is a, two-way street. In'any hump
endeavtir, where there are vested interests, and strong opinions 1-11d, the develop-
ment of a trust relationship is an arduously difficult task. Both sides have to work
at it. Both sides are in the position of having to maintain a position yet be sen-
sitive to the position of the other party. It takes skill, sensitivity and a masterful
exercise of the art of compromise in order to achieye the best which is possible
out of such partnership. Both sides are going to make mistakes. But if those
mistakes constantly lead to the drawing of rigid fines the relationship is in trouble
and higher education is in trouble as a result.

,One c 'pn' adopt the rigid narrow view of collective bargaining. Some con,.
tinue even to pia like it doesn't exist. You can embrace the strict constructionist
perspective of a ntract. You can limit discussion at the table to wages and tra-
ditional trade unionist view of hours and conditions of employMent, and maybe
in another six months or a year ortwo or three I will come back to you and urge
you to take such a vie .* But I have ut my bet on another approach. I'm betting
that the good will of er4ployer and e ploye alike can use the relatively new collec-
tive bargaining relatio hip to sole problems in higher education. I'm betting
It can help- improve the quality of ucation and provoke better teaching: I think
It can help lead to retraining rathe than retrechment of faculty members' to itneet
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needs that regions of the Comthonwesith and the Commonwealth as a whole present
to the world of higher education. daily?, The collective bergaining relatiohslg can
assist,in the design of programs which .meet the needs of minorities and women.
The relationship can support the concepts of differentiated missions within a system
of institutions that are marked by distinction. The risk is great; the stakes ale ;
high. But if we and APSCIIF succeed, the Commonwealth and the students of this
Commonwealth will be the winners and that, wpen all is said vid done, is which
I hope we are about.
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COVACTIVE NEGOTIATIONS IN HIGHER EbUCXTION

...
AND`THE FACULTY STATUS

.. ,

William G. Pettjbon
1

Director el Higher &location
Penneyitmala State Um:sties Ameochttion

The enterprise of, Higher Education has perceptively moved from the "Soar-./

ing 10s" to the "Sinking '70s." This state of adjustmibt and insecurity is being
reported on many fronts and by a variety of irokesmen,but nowhere within the
enterprise of Higher Education is the impact of this change brOng noted th more
misgivings than within the ranks of the nr ty.

These misgiving" are being felt throughout the- professorate and withoutut
respect to the of institutisni* which one is leaching, be it two-year, four-
year, or te; be it public or pilvate; tie it secular or sacred. None of these
institutions it providing the security formerly envisioned by the faculty in reaching
to current orisei in a way that projects conqence fo/ the future.

Cf.

Donald McDonald, in a recent publication of -THE CENTER MAGAZINE. --

having written as article about the Carnegie Commission Study &Higher Educe-

- tion,.reports a no/edAmerican educator's comments with respect to the faculty.

' "If you snake recom:nendations that can be put into effect by the federal
government or by the state government or by the trustees or by the college and
university,presidend, you can get some place. If you make recommendations that

faculty action, you will not apt any results; don't waste your time."

this were an isolated voice crying in the wilderness, the faculty's problems
woul seem to be overblown. In really, this had of comment is being, echoed in
m y areas of society.- - the public, the government, the student, and even within
the faculty 'ranks themselves. It would appear that the faculty are principally
being blamed for all the ills of higher education now presusbably, being suffered.
An examination of the causes for this mat be in order, but here we will direct
our attention to some results of such an attitude.

In CHANGE magazine, Charles E. Cox, in "Tenure on Trial in Virginia,"
points out that Virginia scored a first in the nation when a State Board for Com-
munity Colleges secretly axed tenure for the seven-year-old system's 1,700 teachers.
It was reported that this action was covert both in its creation and in its imple-
mentation with the strong suspicion that the Board's action was motivated by
legislative conservatives who could extract their pound of flesh from a politically
attuned Board.

All of this certainly offers no shade of security for faculty subjected to this
kind of decision-making. In these days of equal employment obligations on the
part of institutions, many of them ,are citing tenure as the inhibitor -precluding
moving away from the overwhelming dominance of ?Ante end male professors.
Whether this in reality is true has not been examined.
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. In the Virginia situation, the Chancellor feels sevire in that he has ten ap-
plicants for every job opening. The Vice-Chancellor has stated that "While we
will make more changes in the newtolicy, we will not gb back to tenure. We do ,
not feel it is necessary,"

But tenure does not constitute the principal putt of this issue of insecurity:.
it is only typical of 'situations in which faculties find themselves in this new and 4

. changed environment in higher education.

An article by Helmut Golatz in THE EDUCATIONAL FORUM, "The Restive
Faculty," develops a rationale for problems the facutly faces, as well s some
subsequent theories that call for`action onithe part of the faculty. Goladctates
that competition betweemforAs for unity and for diversity within the institutions
of higher education has suddenly focused on the central ism of govern'*nce: on
what authority structure can the increasingly cothplervectier..ic organization be
legitimately founded? By what system of sanctions can it best be directed? By
what measures of accountability can it be controlled? e

He suggests that while at one time faculties were urged by their alrninfstra-....

tors to participate in shared decision-making, now-the aggressive faculties are
asking for pieces of this responsibility rather than waiting for shares to be offered.

Golalz ,citei findings of a speCial,task force of the American Association of
Higher Edo ation: r--

-MTh ain source Of discontent are the facultyLs desire to participate
in the determination of those policies that effect its professional status
and performance and in the establishment of complex state-wide

erase higher education that have decreased 1 al control over im-
1 campus issues.

' It is suggested ,by this and other reports that the very elements which
inclutd success for higher education and the hiculties as experienced during the
sixties have been the seed beds for the insecurities that are n'44.! being felt: \large
enrollments, large fupds, and large expectations, without corresponding measures
by which these elements can be evaluated with respect to competing demands in
the society at large. Golatib., article ,concludes with these thoughts:

Faculty participation is apparently an idelf whose time has come. The
only question that remains is what form that participation will take in
a given institutional settingn,

c

The final sentence:

It's the same old ball. park; but in it administrators and faculty art
making the rules fpc a new game of employment relationships.

Continuing the theme of the need for an altered faculty role, Joseph Dement,
writing in the PEABODY JOURNAL OF EDUCATION, reports on his own ex-
perience at Oakland University in Michigan.
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In "Collective it argaining: A New Myth and Ritual for Academe," he de-,
scribes the change from traditional' faculty participation to one in which collective
bargaining prescribes faculty involvement in the affairs of the institution.

Recounting the faculty discovery that they had no impact in determination
of broad university policy, he described their attempts through reports and 'con-
ferences to iippraise the administration of the situation and obtain remedy.

"We found," he stressed, t'a vast- willingness to listen together with a vast
unwillingness to act". ,

A

The realization that faculty was the victim of power rather than atrielder
of poWer brought the 0;11.land professors to collective bargaining for, as Deinent
asserts, "Make no mistake about it, hollective bargaining means the acquisition
of power, the use of poiver, and the threat of power."

I

His entire philiidphy may easily be inferred from this statement:

An unwillingness to use power breeils disrespect 1.i those who are wil-
ling to use it; hence, I am convinced, the condesccuding patronage with
which most faculties are treated by their administrittions. While our'
relationship may not be marked by love br even, in some cases, friend-
ship, it is certainly marked by respect, the mutual respect which one
adult has for another.

Demonstrating that similar conclusions may be reached by individuals with
disparate sets of values and persuasions, Milton Mayer, in THE CENTER MAG-
AZINE, deals with the question of faculty unionism forthrightly in his article
"The Union rid the University - - Organizing tile Ruins."
o t

A journalist before becoming a professor, Mayer cascribes his self-perception
early in his journalistic career: he considered himself a professional while his
publisher regarded him as a tradesman. But now, he relates, he has a Clearer
perception and no illusions about his professional status being anything more than

at of a tradeiman. Admittedly his principal interests are wages, hours, and
rking conditions.

In developing a rationale for h is acceptance of unionism and collective bar-
gaining as a pokitive step for the faculty, he asserts:

Thus the unity of the university, long ago shattered by secularization
and specialization, is being- restored, not, to be sure, in the interest of
intellettual love of God but in the interest of temporal security (and
bodily'security at that). The same interests that disunitS society, name-
ly, wages, hours, and working conditiods, unitb it when it is under per- a
ceptible attack by a common enemy . . . .

Realizing that the iconoclasts of academe indeed make strange but necessary
bedfellows, he emphasizes their basic commonality:

As professors they once professed something beyond wages, hours,
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and working conditions. They eased the advancement of knowledge
and its dissemination among yo g men and women who were deter-
mined to learn. As professors in a university they professed a univer-
sum whoselast end (therefore its first principle) was peace. To achieve
unity now, they have only to stop prof sing their profession, recognize
the naked condition of their existence, and unite and fight. ,

What does this plethora of related essays have to do with those of us in the
enterprise of higher education?

First, it would appear that we, too, are subject to the malatIreeprofessed
by collegues in widespread location. As an example, revolt struggles in.the General
Assembly (Pennsylvania) relative to appropriations for various institutions of
higher education pupported by the Commonwealth ds being debated not on logic
but on emotion in terms of politic advantange.

In fact, the total impact of government's role in higher education in this
state is berng felt more-keenly than ever before. Testimonyigiven by the Com-
monwealth in certain PLRB hearings relative to unit determination hag precisely
described the state as employer for faculties whit had fixed assumptions previously
that they worked for a university. It would be superfluous to point out that dealing
with the public as employer ranks a world apart from dealing with a college ad-
ministration.

Additionally, various state-rel universities, along with their appropria-
tions recently, felt the weight of gove meat in terms of req itirements to report'
conditions of their employment, for es of hard data to be used as criteria
for their accountability, under what as then referred to as the Snyder Amend-
ment. Similar amendments hay been attached to subsequent appropriations
legislation.-

The preceding attempt a partial analysis of the dislocations which fa ties
are increasingly reeling in no. way comprise n evaluation or judgment f the
responsible role of government' i. nterprlse higher education. Rath , our
objective is to reemphasize to professors that through no action or desire their
own they ate faced with a changed world.

The winds of socialiorces which favored them in the '60s have become t he
ill winds of the '70s. Their product was in short sypply then and so they were
catered to; now it is overabundant and their val down.

*The diy when the isolated professor could tai over his needs and wished;
with friendly dean and sit back tQ await an e ily won resolution has. gone
al th the Studebaker. Realists Ave pen ed that today faculties are re-
ce g the last crumbs front the table after s rvice personnel organizations and
the ambitions of the institution have devoured the entree.

With the elevation of the decision-making level from the familiar halls of the
--"") institution to the wide-open political forum of government, a congruent rise in the

faculty's mode of accommodating to the seat of power offers the only reasonable
expectation.
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Pennsylvania's Act 195 can provide diet mode, but it does not force accept-
ance and it does not guarantee success. The energizing force must be the initiative
of the establishment in utilizing the ague open to it.

4
That initiative will prevail only when-the main body of the faculty - - con-

servative, traditionalist, racial, reactionary, libeyal, or whatever - - realizes that
the name of the game today is power, that o* an organized unity offers that
Power, and that his participation will not soil his Mortarboard, erode his intellec-

/tvality, or label him a social misfit.

In fact, it may help to maintain his self-respect and professional integrity
in the face of an ever-changing, _seemingly compromising society. . . .

Collective bargaining in higher education is now still' very much in a form-
ative stage. The state of highlbr education as an entity moving triRQir the '70s
will be influenced by collective bargaining. Often, -thote attempting to assess
bargaining's impact on higher education look to precedint or practice in either
the private or public sectors other than education. Often these assessments are
a reaction and sometimes negative. It needs to be asserted at this time that the
experience of collective bergaining in higher education is such that the outcome
is still plastic and will be ultimately determined by the participants, not the out-
side. This pieces a supreme responsibility on the participants, be they 'represent:4
ative of the faculty or the institution; to. make and mold tae outcome of this
process to one that all parties choose, which of itself may be good for higher
education. Time will determine how the parties accept and discharge this res-
ponsibility:

6 . Extending this thought about the current plasticity of bargaining in higher
education, much of the literature is asserting that collect's e bargaining is an ad-
versary process. "Adversary" as a word, noun, or adjective, has a negative

""' connotation; looked at in terms of its broadest connotation, thpigh, adversary
actually connotes two parties attempting to accommodate different perceptions
with respect to any condition or proposition. In this context, it may not be tin-
proper to desdribe all bargaining as adversary, but what has takett place on most
campuses heretofore may have been better described as having 411ways been an
adversary relationship. In fact, the pnly new element added by collective bargain-
ing is balance to the power distributed pins the added' weight of law in terms of
final decisions. To describe bargaining with respect to its newness of application
in-higher education as' an adversary relationship, implies that this relationship is
also new, which is nqt an implication that can stand Much scrutiny. A description

previous mode of operations of campus governance or authority relationship as
"shared," is not supported in fact or fiction that the sharing was cooperative;

. it was rather benevolent and expedient.

Assuming that the adversary relationship or process either present or prior,
can serve to synthesize the different perceptions, as a ult of that synthesis a
larger and more significant question can be confronted,, "Is the mission or con-
tinuation of the institution impeded by the relationship established?" The arter
is not a plea for collective bargainifig or any other social process, but rathai an
appeal for openness of inquiry and modification rather than emotional reactions
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to something new, which reflects poorly on the cootept of scholarship as a central
theme of the higher education-community.

We can conclude then. t collective bargaining may be described as a more
foilnali ed process and as a result different perceptions of the formalized relation-
ship m ty vary in different degrees. But bargaining is only an instrument which
reflects rough its product the sincerity and sophistication of i users rather than

' predetermines the outcomes of any. point or issue. Therefore, e outcome. is in
the hands of the whole higher education community as reflect through the par--
dcipants' utilization of this new mode of governance.
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NEGOTIA,BILITY ISSUES IN PUBLIC. EDUCATION

John J. Dillon

Superiptendent or-Schools
Brentwood Borough &hoot District, Pittsburgh. Pa.

1. Background

Public school teachers, who have traditionally been considered a docile
and non-activist segment of our society, have during the past decade shown such
an aggressiveness in matters relating to their employment thit their commitment
to action through organizational procedures is often referred to as "militancy."
During the late 1960's and early 1910's teachers have taken significant strides in
not only changing their conditions of employment and the benefits which they
receive, but also have been able to ,assume an expand" ns role in educational
neciiion-making. They have accomplished this througheproced variously
referred to as professional negotiations, collective bargandhg uacollective
negotiations. 1.

o achievb their purposes they have invoked such coercive measures as
profes onal sanctions, withholding of services, mass resignations aaI strikes.
In man instances, especially those, involving strikes, the action.was contrary
to then existing law. However, legislation prohibiting such action to public school
teachers and other public employes had proved itself unenforceable in a number of
states including Pennsylvania. As a result, beginningdith Wisconsin in 1959 (later
amended in 1961) more than half of the states have enacted, some form of legislation
granting to teachers.either the right to meet and confer Or to bargain collectively
with boards of education.

,

Prior to 1970 collective bargaining with the right to strike had been prohibited
to school employes in the public schools of Pennsylvania. The legal basis of this
prohibition was ,,the Public Employes Anti-Strike Act of 1947, which, while pro-
hibiting dip right to strike did provide for the estalishment of a "grievance panel."
Unfortunately, the panel had no way to enforce its recommendations and subiequent
appeal procedures were equally powerless if one qr. both 'sides decided not to
accept Or approve thefindings.

The was, hovever, nothing in the 1947-\ law or other statutes which either
required ool boards to enter into collective negotiations or pRvented them from'
doing so if they so disired.(1) Consequently, nurny school districts in thetcrmmon-
wealth during the latter part of the 1960's engaged in a. process referred to as
"Professional Negotiations," and with varying degrees of formality entered into
agreements with their proftssicaral staffs. Professional negotiations, a term that
entered into the education's lexicon during the late 1950's, has since, the passage
of Act 195 been more frequently @stressed as collective negotiations or More
precisely collective bargaining.

-I. Bryan, Herbert id., "Board-Btatt Relationihip and Prolamional Negotiations," PIMA
,laterieselea Legislative Gerdes, Vol. V, No. it (December 15. 1961), P. t.
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11, Views the Scope of Bargaining

With the passage of this Act, officially titled The Public Employe Rdadons '
Act, the subject of negotigtions became an extremely important one for teacherst
administrators, and school board members. Pennsylvania had joined a growing
list of states. that had sanctioned by either permissive or mandatory legislation,
collective bargaining for teachers and other public employes.

Furthermore, giou4 interpretations of these laws throughout the country -

have been constantly expanding the scope of such legislation: Each year school
officials find themselves bargaining on 'many more subjects than they did pre-
viously as courts have placed more of those subjects under The umbrella phrase
"conditions of employment."(2)

The scope of bargaining has also been expanded through negotiations
strategies at theargaining table.

For instance, school board negotiators may now find employe negotialors
assuming an unyielding position on items upon which negotiations are mandatory
in order that they can gain a concession or an agreement on an item upon which
negotiations are not mandatory.

Some well meaning school- boards have also expanded the scope of negoti-
ations in their individual districts because of their sincere belief that by so doing,
their teachers could and would share a greater responsibility for the quality of
education. Perhaps it is this viewpoint that was expressed by one leading
educator when he said, "Negotiations can, and should remove every excuse for.
not doing a 'good job." (3)

On the other hand, there are those tehQ view negotiations as a "threat to
existing powers.' A revie of the literature indicstes that:

The NEA and AFT gen6ally bold to the position that everything is
negotiable. School boards maintain, however,' that items are n-

11-
negotiablethat are clearly ministerial or where the board must e ercise
its discretionary powers or sovereignty as delegated by th 4egis-
lature.(4)

For this reason, among others school boards and scbool officials generally take
a narrower and more restricted interpretation of the scope of bargaining.

S
- --Since. the passage of Pennsylvania's Act 195 as well as similar statutes in

other states which either permit or maqhte teacher negotiations, the question as
to whether teachers do or do not hayo"the r ht to negotiate is being relegated to
the background in many debates relatin o collective negotiations. One of the

2 Seitz. Reynolds C , "School Law: The Trends and the Trials Teacher Negoti-
ations the Legal Issues." Nation's Schools, Vol 87, No. 3. (March, 1971) p. 49.

3 Cornell, am A.. "Target PN In Curriculum and Instructional Areas." Penn-
sylvania ool Journal, Vol. 119. No. 3 (November, 1970). p 124.

4 Francis. ueI N "Legal Guidelines for Educators . . . What is Negotiable?"
The Public School Digest, Vol. 22, No 1. (1989-1970) School Tear) P.27.
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major sources of contention novAcapters upon the question:. "What i neptiable?"
Current literature reflects various points of view as to what items are proper
subjects for bargaining between school boards and their employe organizations.
One pronSinent Pennsylvania educator and author takes note of this 'varied
viewpoint when he state that:

The right of teache to negotiate collectively is rarely challenged
. today. But negotiate bout what? If negotiations were confined ex-

clusively to salaries d welfare benefits, administrators and school
boards everywhere wo d agree that negotiating process deserles full
and unconditional support.

However, teachers seek to negotiate about many more issues than
merely salaries and welfare benefits . . .(5)

. I

These divergent viewpoints are highlighted in two statements which I
would like to read fo you. The first is taken from one of the earlier NEA pub-
lications on negotiations which states:

Teachers and other members of the professional staff have do interest
in the conditions which attract and retain a superior teaching force,
in the in-service training program, in class size, in the selection of
textbooks, and in other matters which go far beyond those which would
be included in a narrow definition of working conditions. Negotiations
should include all matters which affect the qualitx of the educational
system. (e)

The strongly opposing point of view of the National School Boards Association is
reflected in the words of its executive director when he says:

At the very least, education policy must remain free from the vested
interests of unreachable professionalsunreachable, because teachers
not only are free from public accountability but in many instances they
also are sheltered from management accountability, thiough tenure
laws.., Certainly, teachers and other employes should be consulted on
matte pertaining to their work, but it is difficult to understand how
the ucational process can be served by trading off curriculum
decisio s at a heated bargaining session. Furthermore, it matters of
education policy become contract items, the result could have severe
effects on the innovation. experimentation, and desirable variations
in the teaching-learning process, all of which are so vital to a fulfilling
school experience.(7)

The American Association of School Administrators exhorts, Sits member-
ship to caution when it states that:

5 IBID. p 27
6 National Education Association. Office of Professional Develop.nent and Welfare,

Guidelines for Professional Negotiation, Revised Edition (Washington: The
National Education Association. 1965) pp. 21-22.

7 Webb, Harold V . "Ttle Cue for Keeping the Federal Government out of Board-
Teacher Negotiations." The American School Board Journal, Vol. 159, No. 13, July,
1972. p. 19
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Administrators and board members should think very carefully about
the possibility that there may be certain management and board rights
and prerogatives that should not be relinquished or made the subject
of negotiations.(8)

These statements which I have excerpted from the literature so far,
represent the diverse viewpoints of national organizations. Let us draw a little 1
closer to home for a few minutes and example the Pennsylvania scene.

First, Section 701 of Act 195, the Pennsylvania Employe Relations Act,
defines the scope of bargaining as "wages, hours, and other terms and conditions
of employmekt." Section 792 of the .same statute further enumerates those areas
in which collective bargaining shall not be required of the public employer when
it states:

Public employers shall not be required to bargain over matters of
inherent managerial policy, which shall include but shall not +e limited
to such areas of discretion or policy as the functions and phigrams of
the public employer, standards of service, its overall budget, utilizdtion
of technologythe organizational structure and selection and direction
of personnel.

The Pennsylvania School Boards Association cans this section of the Act,

,one of the most critical areas of the collective bargaining law.
This section of the law protects the school district from having to
bargain over subjects which affect educational opportunities for
children that are clearly the responsibility of the employer.(9)

On the other hand a spoVcsman for thc4Pennsylvania State Education .'
Association is reported in one of thebeducatiohal journals as having said: i

The PSEA takes the position that this narrow view of what is negotiable
under the Act cannot be supported by the facts and that the wording of
Section 702 does not in the least foreclose admitting to negotiations
any considerations, whatever, which affect a teacher's practice of his
profession .. . (10)

The position of the Pennsylvania Federation of Teachers is eq4lly broad
in its interpretation of what is negotiable under the terms of the law with one
of its spokesmen stating that: "Teachers and the Federation hold that virtually
all items are negotiable." ( ii) 1

r.

IL American Association of School Administrators, The Sekoil Admiaietratm aad
Negotiation (Washington, D. C.: the Association, 196$) p. 61.

9. Pennsylvania School *Boards Association. dot. 196 (Harrisburg: Pennsylvania
School Boards Association, Inc., 1971) p. 54.

10. Ladterbach, Herbert P.. "Act 196 Four Points of View Its Impacts on School
Control and on Professional Development of Faculties." the !oldie Selma* Digest,
Vol. 23, No. 2 (19'10-1971 School Year) P. 12.

11. Fond", Albert, "Act 196 Four Points of View A Brief Disotimion of Pennsyl-
vania's New Public Employee Bargaining Act," The 1Pablie Sauna Digest, Vol.
23, No. 2 (1970.1971 School Year), p. 2

e
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III. A SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH

So far in this presentation, in a somewhat abbreviated form, I have
endeavored to present as fairly as possible the issues of negotiability as they
are reflected in the statements of state and national organizations and as they
may be defined in the statute.

Now, let us +Ike a look at wnat actually happened when school teachers
sat down at the bargaining table with school board negotiators.

About a year ago I completed a study which was based uponan analysis
of Pennsylvania's early experiences with Act 195 as reflected in the fl%gotiated
agreements of a random sample 9f 217 Pennsylvania public school systems.
School districts from every intermediate unit in the state were included in the
sample and the percentage of response was 80%.

Neither time nor space nor the indulgence of so patient an audience will
permit the detailed reporting of all aspects of that study here this morning. In
general, however, it can be fairly 'toted that although the scope of bargaining
was broad and varied, school boards for the most part avoided negotiations on
many of the controversial items enumerated in the State College case as
"management prerogatives".

On the other hand, however ,teachers did succeed in including within their
agreements such a significantly large and varied number of items that it might
imply a tendency towards a liberal interpretation of the phrase "other terms and
conditions of employment."

Tabular analysis showed that the scope of bargaining included significant
percentages of a wide range of specific items in such general classifications as:
(a) organizational benefits, (b) ,employe rights, (c) instructional program, (d)
personnel policies and practices, and (e) monetary and welfare benefits.

With only a few exceptions, school boards seemed to resist some of the less
direct ways of expanding the scope of their contracts by avoiding the inclusion of
past practice clauses, or the inclusion of supplementary documents either directly
or thro igh reference.

Although it is not always easily discernable from the substance of the
contract, it does appear that the most significant weakness of school board
negotiators is that they did not utilize the quid pro quo of collective bargaining as
effectively as they miglit. It is suggested here that management personnel
instead of viewing collective bargaining as another one of education's un-
pleasant sidelines, should capitalize upon it as a means of stimulating the more
efficient utilization of faculty talent towards instructional improvement and the
development of new and innovative ideas and practices. This two-way street to
collective bargaining is wasted when its primary utilization is limited to the
preservation of the stabs quo. One significant quotation on this point which I
must read to you states:

Negotiations are a give and take process. Neither side can expect
continual "taking" without some corresponding "giving."
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Teacher groups must come to realize that the revenue from which the
"bread and butter" issues are paid is not a bottomless well. Teacher
groups must also come to realize that with increased involvement there
must also be a corresponding responsibility.(12)

Does that strong language sound like something youlowould read in a School
Board publication? Actually, it appeared in a 1970 issue of the Pammtylvanla
School Jellied, a PSEA publication.

The study which I referred to earlier also included a questionnaire which
was directed to the framers of the Public Employe Relations Act as well as
employe and employer organizations and other responsible authorities familiar
with the legislation and its implementation. The maKrity of those responding
inaicated considerable satisfaction with the Act and its implementation. In
particular, tht language of the Act as it defined the scope of bargaining seemed
to meet with general satisfaction. Many of the respondents expressed their
feeling that it was not the intent of the Act to be more specific in defining the
scope of bargaining. Rather, it was 'ranged to provide a broad definition, the
specifics of which would be worked out with time and experience in applying the
law. To some extent the instruments which will be employed in working out those
specifics will be court interpretations, rulings of the Pennsylvania Labor Relations
Board, and emerging patterns of local determination. Perhaps the most notable
example of this experience in applying the law is the State College case where the
famous twenty-onp disputed items of negotiation are still awaiting final deter-
mination in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. The resolution of pat case would
have profound impl:cations upon the future of collective bargaining in Pennsyl-
vania.

IV. CONCLUSION

If I may be permitted to close on a philosophical-note I might say that what-
ever the outcome of that case, whatever the content of our present agreements, and
regardless of the steadfastness of our present positions, it is becoming apparent
to many that the face of education is rapidly changing. Like all the evolutionary
changes around us, it is on the move. Our interaction with one another may alter
its direction but not its monentum. It is caught up in the greater swirl of social
change we see around us. People everywhere are clamoring to be ihyolved in all
those things that affect their lives. Teachers, students, and parents want a piece
of the decision-making action. And school boards and administrators who cannot
or will not adapt to the change may find that their tenure in office .will .be short
and uncomfortable. Teacher associations also who, in the face of rising educa-
tional expenditures, abuse their new found power and ignore a citizenry clamoring
for quality and accountability may find themselves shackled wit nevirestreinte.
As one author has stated: "The great leavening influence in all of this will be that
source of power and wisdom that transcends us all, the power of public
opinion."(1s)

12 Bolt. Elbert S., "Perspectives on Negotiations." Pennsylvania Sebool Jens's!,
, VOL 119. Number 8 (November, 1970) P. 127.

19. Wynn, Richard.:,:Collective Bargaining," Nil Delta Kappa., Vol. 49, (April, 1970)
pp. 416-419.
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. AND COLLECTIV NEGOTIATIONS
THE SCHO BOARDS

1

Fred M. Heddinger ,

Executive Director
Pennsylvanisp9ihool Boards Association

After more than four years working unck the PennsylVania P4blic Employes
Relations Act Act 196 it is probably a good plate to begin our discussion by
pointing out that there have been no surprises to date under this process new to
public education. The problem areas that Ave saw in Act 195 as It was enacted
into law have, indeed, been the probleni areas working under the law. .

Before the enactment of Act 195 we said that if ',teachers and other public
employes wanted to organize and bargain collectively for'the benefits that should
accrue to them because of their employment, they should have the right. We also
supported legislation that would provide for such rights. We hid some strong

vervations, and grave concern, about several features of Act 195 as it was finally
ted.

It must be remembered that collective bargaining is a labor relations
procesS, it is nota process for establishigg or determining public policy regarding
the quantity, quality, or general form of public services. Only those Wiles that
relate to benefits of employes are appropriate issues to be dealt with through this
process.

.1 .

The framers of Act 195 recognized this full well when they placed into the
Act Section 702 that essentially prevents public employers from being forced to
bargain over issues of public policy, snd Section 703 that prevents both employer
and employe union from contravening statutory enactments of the General
Assembly ancrprovisions of home rule charters.

Public employers are required, however, to "meet and discuss" with employe
rePiPaantarives, 'Upon request, on policy matters that affect "wages, hours and
terms and conditions of employment as well as the impact thereon." "Meet and
discuss" is defined in Section 301 (17) of the Act as "the obligation of a public
employer upon request to meet at reasonable times and discus._ recommendations
submitted by representatives of public employes: Provided, That any d- 'clsions or
determinations on matters so discussed shall remain with the public employer and'
be deemed tidal on any issue or issues raised." Thus, both, policy matters and
their impact that relate to "wages, hours and terms and conditions of employment"
are subject to the "meet and discuss" prricess of the law.

)

If one reabpizes that this bargaining process is a labor relations process and
not a policy malting process except as it relates to benefits of employes, then the
design of Act 195 and its conditions in Section 702, Section 703, and Section 301 (17)
are much more understandable. .

i
Now, let's look at some of the experience, and rroblem areas that developed

under law.
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Pennsylvania is one of three or four states that permit strikes by public
employes. Under the so-called "limited right to strike" provisions of Section X
of Act 195 it was expected by the framers of the law that strike would be'a last
resort, otilized Only after the full range of impasse resolution procedures had been
exhausted as specified in the law in sections 801, 802 and 803.

At the time of the enactment of Act 195 there were those who suggested
seriously and sincerely, I would guess that permitting strikes under stipulated
conditions would tend to reduce, rather than increase, the number of strikes
Mime who really understood such issues did not concur in this point of view.
The more than four years' experience, where Pennsylvania has had 206 public
school strikes during this pe.iod, is ample evidence that legalizing strikes
encourages strikes. During this period, Pennsylvania has had almost as many
strikes as the rest of the nation combined. Contrast that experience with that in
sneighboring New York state where strikes are prohibited and where penalties are
certain: during this same period New York has had a relative handful of strikes.

Based on this experience, one must really question whether or not pubic
eipploye strikes can be tolerated in an open society such as exists in the United
Stites. It must be remembered that the U. S. Supreme Court, in -its 1971 decision
dealing with the United Federation of Postal Clerks, (1) said: "Given the fact that
there is no Constitutional right to Strike (In either private or public employment),
it is not irrational or arbitrary for the,Government to condition employment, on a
promise not to withhold labor collectively, and to prohibit strikes by those in
public employment - ". In any event, it is apparent that some corrective action is
Indicated in Pennsylvania.

One of the factors that has contributed to this strike incidence is the fact that
the administration of the law by the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board (PLRB)
has left the matter of fact finding an unresolved issue in too many cases, thus
probably leading to too many precipitous strikes. Both the mediation process and
the fact finding process should be fully utilized and exhausted before going to the
presumed last resort of a strike. In too many instances, strike has become a
first, or nearly first, resort rather than a last resort.

Despite the provisions of Section 702 and 703 of the law, it was not unexpected
that employe organizations would attempt to unduly and improperly expand the
scope of bargaining under the Act to include matters of public policy. Although
the State Colleges) case is the notable example of this, there have been a number
of other cases, including RInggelds; Teamster vs. Penn States; Nagareths;

1. Vatted Pedant's* of Postal Clerks vs. Wintoa N. Blount, V. I. Pedometer
Geaeral, U. B. Supreme Court.

2. Mato College Zdneatien Association vs. Pennsylvania Labor sad
Peaasylvanis Labor !Asthma Board vs. State College Area dolma tAsi, the
Beard of Solool Direstoro, Commonwealth Court No. 1172 C.D. 11173.

3. Charles B. Mader, vs. Tile Beard of School Directors of the lingeold &slum
'District, Court of Common Pleas, Washington County 1971.

1, Pseasyloaaia Labor Belations Board vs. Teamsters Lead Elsie& No. f sad the
Pautsylvsala Mato University, PBRA-C- 1075-C.

6. Posuswykaala Labor Beatles* Beard vs. Nausea Ares *dustier AseeskUsa,
PIRA-C-1M-C
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Northern Cambrian; and Bristol Tovmship7.

Ultimately, strikes over such issues must be dealt with in a more forthright
manner than has been the pattern to this point in time. Otherwise, public services,
and the public's right to those governmental services that have been determined
should be provided, will become so abused and so constrained as to seriously
threaten the proper functioning of representative government. In the long run,
this will work to the disadvantage of public employe unions as well as to the
general public and their public officials, both elected and appointed.

In 1970 it seemed pretty apparent that public employes in sgenefal, and
educational employes in particular, didn't really understand and fully comprehend
the nature of the process for which they had opted under Act 195. Thus, it took a
couple of years before the leadership of such groups would or could admit that
this process, by its very nature, was an adversarial process. Although such
leadership now frankly admits to this, many employes still do not understand
this. Also, public officials in some cases didn't, and still don't recognize this.
Until there is complete understanding on this score, people have difficulty dealing
with the process. Once the process is accepted for what is is a labor relations'
process that deals with soup problems and concerns that the group representatives
deem worthy of discussing and pursuing with the employer then the normal
functioning and direction of the individual within such a group can be expected by
the respective supervisors of such individuals.

-*
To some degree, out of this lack of understanding has come the somewhat

ertain attitude that exists among certain elements of the supervisory force of
p lic employers, especially supervisors in the educational field. Some of this
uncertainty also stems from the lack of understanding of Section 301 (6) of the
Act that defines who is a supervisor and the combined effect of Section 301 (19) and
704 of the Act that deal with first-level supervisors. In any event, the court
decisions in Ellwood CIty9 and Eastern Lancaster9 have left public employers and
their supervisors with rather confused understandings of what responsibilities
supervisors have to their public employcs....

Supervisors, whether they be first-level or any other level, must represent the
interests of the employer and the general public. The U. S. Supreme Court, in its
recent decision National Labor Relations Board vs. Bell Aerospace Company that
dealt with the National Labor Relations Act, said in that case:

"Supervisors are management people. They have distinguished
themselves in their work. They have demonstrated their ability to take

7.

6. Benjamin H. Root vs: Northern Cambria Schad District, Court of Common Pleas
of Cambria County.

7. Pennsylvania Labor Relations Boards vs. Bristol Township Education Association,
PERA-C-8160-E.

8 Ellwood City Area School District vs. Secretary of Education and George Z. Rosso,
Jr., Commonwealth Court.

9. Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board and Beaters Lancaster County nacelles'
Association vs. Eastern Lancaster County School District, Commonwealth Court.
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care of themselves without depending upon the pressure of collective
action. No one forced them to become supervisors. They abandoned
the 'collective security' of the rank and file voluntarily, because they
believed the opportunities thus opened to them to be more valuable to
them than such 'security'. It seems wrong, and it is wrong, to Subject
people of this kind, who have demonstrated their initiative, their
ambition and their ability to get (ahead, to the leveling processes of
seniority, uniformity and standardization diet the Supreme Court
recognizes as being fundamental principles of unionism."

4 'V ft.

Later in its decision on this case, the Court said:

"Irk sum, the Board's early decisions, the purpose and legislative
history of the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947, the Board's subsequent and con-
sistent construction of the Act for more than two decades, and the
decisions of the courts of appeals, all point unmistakably to the
conclusion that 'managerial employees' are not covered by the Act.4sve

agree with the Court of Appeals below that the Board 'is not now
free' to read a new and more restrictive meaning into the Act."

The relationship of public administrators to the mission of the public
employer is critical to the general public interest. Therefore, it is equally critical
that pgblic, employer supervisors be carefully and deliberately excluded from the
bargaining unit of rank and file employes.

More recently this situation has been further aggravated by the introduction
into the General Assembly of HB 200010 and SS 175611, both of which would worsen
and further compound an already troubling problem.

%. 4
tft... '

As we look back upon the past more than foir years' experience, and look
ahead of how public sector collective bargaining can fulfill the purpose for which
it was intended a labor relations process in public employment, it appears that
Act 195 is basically sound in its design. More adequate and effective administration
by the agencies charged with such roles, including the courts, can help bring
about the kind of balance of power that is so critically necessary if this kind of
process is to work satisfactorily in the public sector. If this doesn' happen - if
administrative practices can't be improved without legislative correction then
it would appear that in the public interest changes must be made in the law to
shore up the problems that have been identified.

10. HS 2110 Would change the School Code to allow for bargaining rights under the
School Code for principals and other supervisors in public education.

11. 89 1758 Would change the School Code to allow for bargaining rights for
supervisors with binding arbitration.
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. COLLECTIVE NEGOTLITIONQ AND THE
TEACHER STATUS

Robert E. Phelps

Executive Director
PennsVivanii atsteIducstion Association

t
The remarkable thing about Act 195 as it has applied to school personnel who

are our members, it not that there were some di:flculties with it, or even that there
have been some strikes, bdt that so many of our local tin r associations and
their boards of school directors hpve been able to ovptcome growing-pain
difficult:es and arrive at aceptabls contracts. For 1971.j2 more than 400 such
contracts were agreed -to. For 1973-73, almost 500 co6Iracts were successfully
negotiated, and for 1973-74, the record was even better as far as results were
concerned.

...

The whole process of bargaining in the school district requires an under-
standing of function and roles on both sides of the bargaining table. Boards of
school directors and teacher representatives/have had to learn how to use the law
Just as unions and employers in the private sector had to' earn the process of
bargaining in that period from 1930 to this day. It must be remembered tRt up
until the time of the passage of the AU, school boards had traditionally been le
to deal with teachers by unilateral decisions because no law required
board employers. to deal with their personnel in any kind of democratic
The point is that we have been learning), Now we need time to learn more a
how to make Act 195 work everkbetter. /

0

It is not surprising that in our first experiences with the law there have
been some difficulties. Act 19:Letoillown rules for the process of bargaining in
'contrast to the real vacuum in el relationships which existed in our schools , -
from time filmes:Mal. Now both the employer and employe were required to
speak, demands add be made, and under rules, set procedures were to bitif followed. Some school boards have s011 not learned that the table around which
they talk to teachers has two sides.

1

)

Generally speaking, Act 195 has worked well and its provisions have bw
reasonably good. What is required now is only improvement in the use of the
Act's provisions and perhaps some modifications which suggest themselves
because of the experiences the parties have had with the Act.

It is Practical that we identify from experience, and without emotion, the
advantages and disadvantages of the law in its present form. Our approach to
any such examination should be positive because our interest must be in the
protection of the school operation and the improvement of public education.
Every effort must be made to avoid the affects of negative arguments which are
advanced by the ge11-interest of opponents of the Act. And we must avoid taking
a st i. backward by returning to personnel conditions in the public schools which
have been somewhat responsible for the lag there has been in making possible
educational improvements for children.
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Very frankly, the largest number of difficulties which have been experienced
under the Act result from the attitude of school directors toward it. That attitude
it typified by the official statement of Dr. Charles H. Wagoner of Weston, West
Virginia, to the convention of The National School Boards Association in April, 1973.
He said "There is no use opening the door.even a crack" to the "evil" of teacher
bargaining. Foolish- as such a statement patently is in this day and age, it
describes exactly the attitude toward Act 195 which has shown through the
teachings of The Pennsylvania School Boards Association in its series of workshops
on the law which were begun even before October 1970. Every-effort was made,
and continues to be made, to frustrate the purposes of the law which the General
Assembly intended. But at the moment we will not dwell on that basic reason
for the difficulties which hay* ar4en Instead, let us take a look at segments of
the law which have given opportunity to its detractors for seeking to make it
inoperative.

Even at the outset, a great many school boards unnecessarily set up blocks
to circumvent the recognition of their teacher groups. Our local associations, in
too many cases were required to go into elections or to make certification appeals
to the PLRB. This happened in some places even where 100% of all of the
members of a bargaining unit indicated they wished to' be represented by one of
.our associatioles,,and It happened even in cases where every one of the members of
the unit was already a member of our Association. In spite of everything, many
school boards insisted that an election be held with the predictable result, of
course, that the PLRB had to recognize the teacher unit .

We do not say that technically there was anything' wrong with such school
board delaying tactics. What we do say is that the delays were unnecessary,
obstructnnist, and foolishly expensive. As a matter of fact, such school board
attitu s eventually resulted in an almost total disregard for the law. A good

ple of that fact is the Littlestown School Board where there was a strike,
the school board delayed recognition of the teacher group until last year and
teachers there did not have a contract with the school board although their right
to negotiate for one was recognized in law as early as October, 1970.

Another set -of difficulties in the operation of the law resulted from dig
board's insistence on its interpretations of the meanings of sections 701 and 702 of
the Act. Section 701 requires bargaining on salaries, wages, and other "terms
and conditions of emplbyment." The meaning of that term has caused serious
controversy and is even now the subject of an appeal before the Supreme Court.

Many school boards have insisted on the narrowest interpretation of Section
701 and have attempted to limit negotiations ,to salaries and wages, only, saying
that there are few "term and conditions of employment," other than wages,
salaries, and a few others, which are subject to bargaining. Our position is that
there are few school policies which do not affect the terms and conditions of a
teacher's employment and that broadening the scope of bargaining will eventually
result in better schools in the 1970's.

We believe that the logic of our conclusion is clear enough. We believe that
the public interest can be served best if the teacher group is permitted the
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broadest possible opportunity to be involved in the formation of school policy by
the application at the bargaining table of their professional competence in the
education of children.

Since no school policy adopted by a board of school directors can be justified
except as it contributes to the more effective education of the young, or to the
best interests of the public, it follows that the policymaking process should involve
the teacher group. For it is In the teacher group that we find the deepest under-
standing of the e ffild and hi needs, and in which the effect of school policy on
the child and the teacher is ost constantly and meaningfully felt.

The bargaining process provides a formallzed way of bringing to bear on
policy construction the best and most informed thinking available to school boards
in a wide range of school problems. Teacher involvement in policy formation is
argued for by a combination of several conditions peculiar to his iprofessional
practice. Among them are the following:

r

The teacher is a professional employe, got just a wage earner. The

law defines him as such.

He practices his profession under a form of licensure called certification'
which is mandated and regulated by the law.

He qualifies for professional practice only lifter prolonged and specialized
collegiate education, and in most cases voluntarily extends his education
beyond the mandates. As a matter of fact, the law requires that the
teacher who holds a baccalaureate degree must extend.his education to
almost the level of a master't degree.

He serves clients who are pupils and is unremittingly responsible
personally for 'their present and future welfare and growth by the
exercise of professional knowledge and judgment.

His practice requires the constant application of intellectual an ctical
judgments of a most critical nature.

He understands much of how learning occurs, applies technical skills,
measures the productivity of his teaching, and best knows what educa-
tional conditions must be present for the child's learning.

His teaching qualifications are equal to, and often exceed, the qualifi-
cations of his supervisors and administrators and he is frequently far
more practiced in the profession than are they. It goes without saying
that the teacher is more familiar with the daily educational process and
needs of children difin are school boardi, and this is not to say that we
do not understand and respect school boards. The fact is that there are
many areas in which school boards must make policy in which they
have no knowledge at all.

The teacher is, therefore, in the peculiar and unenviable position of being
an expert under operating rules promulgated by a school board which
often knows little about the process pf education and almost nothing
of its methods.

C
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He is constantly affected by policies good and bad mi.-Which he was not
even consulted an which, frequehtly _inhibit or impedee m in his teach-
ing. Yet parents ho in responsible to a degree fo e effects of all
policies.

He feels the bad effects of improvable policy daily, yet cannot really exert
full elect on policy improvement because of the narrow range of
meaning given to the bargaining process by administrations and school
boards.

a
' We believe that the foregoing facts maintain the teaching profession's

contention that the public will be best served by the application of the teacher's
total skills to the formation and adoption of school policy through a bargaining
process which covers the widest possible range of negotiable interests.

Section 70:, which refers to matters of "inherent managerial policy," and
provtdes that such matters are not required to be bargained, has been too
frequently used by school boards in attempts to emasculate the law by making it
possible for them to refuse a broader area of proper bargaining to the bargaining
table. In some cases, boards have filed man- practice charges when our local
associations have placed certain items on tfe- table. The effect of the resistance
raised, by school boards against the broadening of the scope of bargaining has
resulted in frustrations which become impasses and which in too many cases
contribute to a strike temper in the teacher associations. What are matters of -
"inherent managerial policy?" We believe that it would be useful for the tct to
more clearly define that term to better satisfy the peculiar conditions of the
school operation and to avoid meanings of the term which are applicable only in
the private sector.

For example, it should be clear that metiers having to do with class size,
materials, textbooks, school libraries, and clerical duties pin on teachers,
discipline policies, audio-visual equipment made available, grading policies,
provisions made for guidance programs, and psychological services, are matters
which so clearly affect the education of children and the performance, of teachers,
that-they are naturally subjects of arrangments which should,be made bilaterally
between school boards and professionals. They are not simply matters which
may be decided by so-called "management" and If they are allowed to remain
that, teachers will always find it difficult to bring about improvement in their
teaching which they alFeady know could be made.

In spite of the i fort of many school boards to limit the scopeof bargaining
within the narrowest possible lines, it is encouraging to note that numerous school
districts have sensibly admitted to bargaining items which other school districts in-
sist are "managerial." The contracts in the Moon schools, Benton area, Kane, and
Gateway are good examples of forward-looking attitudes. Our experience has
been that in those school districts which are well-managed, in which boards main-
tain a truly practical view of their role, and in which there is a decent attitude
toward personnel, we have had few difficulties with the interptetations given to
the allowable scope of bargaining.

All of this suggests that rather than making en attempt to limit bargaining,
the General Assembly might better clarify the meanings of the terms used in
Sections 701 and 702.
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1f this were done the process of bargaining which was intended in Act 195 .

would -come closer to the ideak that all policy conditions should be' negotiated
which affect the teacher's professional practice and the educational we.are of the
children wito are teing taught.

or .
The General Assembly, in its wisdom, provided the means for resolving

impasses which are inevitable in the process of negotiations` In general, we
believe that not only was the legislative' intent good, but that the provisions for
impasse resolution are "reasonably sound. For example, the process of mediation '.,
is provided for under the law. And that provision is a good one. We recognize its
virtue a at the same time, suggest reasonable improvements. .

. :
It would probably be wise to change the time sequence within which the

process of 'mediation operates. It is probably not reasonable to specify that the
condition of mediation- begins to exist 20 days after bargaining has Opened.' We
would suggest that mediation come into play no sooner than 30 days after
bargaining has opened. Providing for a condition of mediation only 20 days after
bargaining haropened is not quite realistic and possibly encourages a feeling that
impasses have been reached.

. ite
A second difficulty with the mediation provision is actually not ! fault of

the Act itself. It simply arises fiGm the fact-that when Act 195 went i to effect,
no adequate provision was made for anticipating the inevitability that tremendous
uew demands would be made on the Bureau of Mediation. The resul has been
that that government bureau is not staffed adequately. There are just of enough
mediators to do the job. We fin in far too many cases that the rocess of

...

mediation is delayed only becausen iator is available to li teacher group and
school board which could use h\ services. When this is the case, we find that
in the period of the mediator's absence, tempers tend to become frayed and
difficulties are magnified. In other instances in which mediation has begun, the
visitations, of the mediatoi must be suspended because he has been called into
other school districts.' There follows, then, a suspension of what could have been
a successful effort to resolve impasse. Our suggestion'wouldrbe that if the staff
of the Bureau of Mediation weretto be enlarged, the process of mediation could
result, in a greater number of satisfactory agreements. for the resolution of

4
, impasse. Perhaps a doubling of that mediation staff through the addition of

permanently employed mediators, or part-time mediators, would not be unreason-
able.

We have been finding that where the parties enter Mediation with, an
understanding of the process and a willingness to use it for its prictical values,
the chances for success are good. Where either of the parties goes to mediation-
distrusting the process or resenting it, the chances for success are lessened. Un-
fortunately; we have found that too many school boards res.mt the "Intrusion"
of a mediator. They ccinsider this to be the intervention of an outsider and they ,
confuse mediation with arbitration, believing that an outsider's decielen . will he
imposed on them.

It is our belief that if mediators were more immediately available for service
in local impasse situations, the whole bargaining process would be speeded up
and occur much more smoothly.
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Act 195 provides for the use of fact-finding for resolving impasses. Our
experience is that fact-finding probably has made agreement possible in about
45% of the cases in which it has been used, if only because the fact-finder's
repirt frequently encourages the parties to get back to the table for further
negotiations under a more positive kind of pressure to reach agreement. In short,
the position of the association is that fact-finding, while it does not guarantee the
avoidance of serious impasse, is valuable enough az pn aid to reaching agreement
that it should be retained in the law.

There is another provision of Act 195 which has allowed school boards to
impede the good operation of the Aat. That provision is for the identification of
the bargaining unit. School boards in far too many cases attempt to restrict the w,
bargaining unit to as small a number as possible by excluding personnel they claim
are members of the "management team." By doing this they have set up a
divisive force in school operations and have created artificial barriers between
personnel who are said to supervise of administer and-personnel who teach. We
believe that the General Assembly's intent was to recognize the right of principals
and other categories of assignment in our school staffs to engage in meaningful
negotiations with their school boards.

The truth is that school boards attempt to exclude from bargaining as many
professional employes as possible. They have fought inclusion of guidance
counsellors, department heads, school nurses, subject matter supervisors,
psychologists, assistant principals and principals, so-called head teachers, and,
indeed, so many other, that if they were to succeed, there would be hardly any
members left in the bargaining units. The school board claim that such personnel
"manage" is in most cases ridiculous. In hardly any instances are they even
remotely involved in bargaining for The district. They do not effectlirely hire or
fire. Our schools would be better served if we did not have this obstructionist
school board attitude intruded into the operation of Act 195.

Our Association wishes to advise you of the statement of belief and attitude
of its Department of Administration and Supervision on this point of bargaining
unit make-up. It is found in our Resolution 73-13 adopted by our House of
Delegates. It suggests that amendments to the Act are necessary to "give all
professional personnel, other than the chief educational administrator and other
commissioned officers, but specifically including all other administrators,
supervisors, and special service personne:, the right of collective negotiations
with the board of school directors or trustees in bargaining units whose inclusive-
ness is determined by the total professional staff involved . . . "

0,,As it developed, the original wording of Act 195, the General Assembly natural-
ly had to designate instrumentalities of the government of the Commonwealth in
which would reside certain powers of administration, supervision, and enforce-
ment of the Act. Among these agencies, the PLRB was designated as the agency
which would, in effect, supervise the operation of the law as it affects public
employes.

Let it be clearly understood that we fully appreciate the difficulty of tl&
task assigned to the PLRB and have only respect for the personnel who have been
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given the difficult job of dealing with the actual operation of the Act. However,
experience indicates to us that the PLRB is dealing with bargaining in the public
sector without making any great distinctions between such a condition of employ-
ment and conditions in the private sector. We can easily understand how this has
happened. and we can understand how PLRB operations and decisions have been
influenced Ly 210 NLR

We do believe, however, that collective bargaining for professional employes
in scht.ol districts is very different in important ways than `collective bargaining
in the private sector. The same definitions do not apply in the public sector as
in the private sector. For example, collective bargaining f r teachers involves
professionally prepared personnel who are conipetent to m e judgments and
decisions about the conditions of their service ktnd the way in hich they perform
professionally.

You will recall that I opened our statement to this symposium with the
recognition that Act 195 has been surprisingly sudcessful. You do not need io be
told that there were strikes before the law v nacted and the reason for the
strikes there have been before and since the 1,. a simple one. Teachers had
just gotten to the point where they no longer, cou, mrform processionally or with
any dignity under the conditions which had traditionally existed for teachers in
public education. Simply put, Act 195 did not engender strikes. Strikes were
present to show the inadequacies of school operation even before the General
Assembly wisely included the right to strike stmong the provisions made in Act
195. 4

The Pennsylvania School Board Association has repeatedly stated that "in
most cases strikes have been illegal and a poor example for children." Surely the
PSBA knows that such a statement is not true. In no single instance has a court
decided that any of the strikes which have occurred was illegal. In each case,
all of the necessary steps required to be taken in the Act had been taken before any
work stoppage was called.

Mediation was ad insofa as school boards permitted it to be useful.
Fact - finding was submitted to by bur local associations when fact-finding was
ordered by the PLRB. And it should be pointed out that that agency is the only
agency which could require :act - :finding. There is no single example of illegal
striking by a local association of ours which has been recognized as such by
judicial 'determination.

It has also been claimed by some that strikes by teachers are a poor
example for children. When schools do not answer the 'needs of children because
of bad school policies, or poor public support, the teacher is duty-bound to take
,,,,tions which require the attention of the public to school conditions. When a
professional cannot teach as well as he knows how to teach, cannot discipline youth
because a school board which may be politically motivated, does not allow the
exercise of professional judgment, the public suffers.

When, for whatever reason, we continue to demand professional performance
by teachers, while we forever deny to them economic competency of professional
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dignity, the professional teacher has no choice but to exercize his legal right to
withdraw services. To do less than that would indeed be unprofessional because
it would allow the indefinite continuation of school programs and school conditions
for which the public is made to suffer through its children.

Let us give some attention to the too-often-repeated claims of the PSBA
and a very few others that Act 195 has given the teachers some kind of over-
powering edge at the bargaining table. Let's look at the charge that the children
have lost an unmeasured number of pupil instructional hours in the classroom
because of the militancy of the teache when they strike. Let us look on the
claim that thc: PSBA makes that Act 195 has seriously affected the taxpayer's
pocketbook. I would suggest that we spend little time on these allegations because
none of them have merit in fact. The regrettable thing about it is that the PSBA
knows there is no virtue in their arguments, but t1W it still advances them. One
has to doubt where the true interest in public educaTibn lies.

You will learn from supported facts of history that strikes were nothing new
at the time of the enactment of Act 195, and you will be led to the conclusioh that
the reasons for teacher discontent existed before the enactment of that excellent
law and that they have not been completely removed. Act 195 was a people law,
it understood that teachers are people, and that teachers do not exist in 1974
without the same urges, the same needs, tte same requirements, as do all human
beings. The fact is, our findings show there were strikes before the Act, and
whatever happens, there will be strikes under the law. The point is that each of
us is required to perform better under the law, and because of the law, than before
we had Act 195.

Fact-finding has had a positive influence in the resolution of impasse. Not
perfect, it still provides one more means by which the contending parties may be
moved to seek agreement with each other. It ougth to stay as a valuable part
of this legislation.

Exact information about the strikes which were conducted in Pennsylvania
before and since the enactment of Act 195 is vital to all concerned about this
statute. It is important to note that the facts which are shown come out of the
actual salary earnings and loss record of teachers who were affected, and not
out of the specious claim of PSBA that many pupils have suffered irreparable harm
because they lost the oppOrtunity to be instructed on account of teacher strikes.
The PSBA already knows this. The actual figures should demonstrate our stated
fact to you.

Now we must come to a consideration of the claim that legalized bargaining
for teachers/restated in massive increase in the number of dollars taxpayers must
pay for the support of the school. Studies which deal. with the effect of tax
structure on the millage collectible in the school districts affected by strikes
demonstrate that no such claim of school boards is supported by fact.

There has been no insupportable increase in the costs of schools resulting from
collective bargaining. The people have not been impoverished. There has been
very little increase in school costs that would be noticeable to most Pennsylvania
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taxpayers in school districts where ti.ey are already doing a good job of supporting
their schools. The tact that school districts did not Manage their local school
distcict finances to satisfy the requirements of Act 88 does not allow school boards
tc foist the blame for tax increases on Act 195. Rather, it points up their refusal
to plan wily and finance according to their educational needs.

Finally, we come to a rather sorry part of the story. There are school
districts in Pennsylvania which think they have found a way to emasculate your
good law, Act 195. Specifically, and only as examples of a spreading method, the
Northern Cambria School District, and others believe They can perform the
surgical act of emasculation of the law. In the face of the requirement that they
must bargain rith their teachers, they simply suspend school opeiations, and the
school program where they plea' :, allow the children to suffer by cutting the
program. and cut the income of leachers, by simply declaring the end of the
school year.

PSEA charges that no public agent called a school board should be permitted
to deny to boys and girls the opportunity to 180 days of instruction which the law
requiies simply in the effort to "beat the teachers." fa

/ PSEA would suggest an examination of Act 195 which would require school
boards to respect the law, to obey it, and to guarantee the modest legal requirement,
set down in that children have a minimun of 180 days of instruction. The member
of our local associations who voted to strike are willing to give those days. They
do not ask or want payment for any days on which they have not taught. All that
we ask is that politically motivated school boards not be allowed to make meaning-
less the best collective bargaining Act for teachers, for children, and for the public,
which can be found anywhere in the United States.

If you are searching for ways lc, improve the Act, search for ways to make
boards of school directors responsive to the law and responsible to the people for
their failure to provide useful school programs for the children and decent
piotessional practice for our teachers.

IN SUMMARY:

1. We should give attention to removing the opportunity boards have for
delaying the recognition of local associations which will negotiate for teachers.

2. We might strengthen he Bureau of Mediation in personAhl and in the
time requirense..t which boards must hold to in requesting its services.

3. We should retain the requirement for fact-finding under the direction of
PLRB.

4. We must give to the Department of Education greater power in requiring
the accomplishment of the 180 day year.

!.
5. We should broaden by specification the scope of bargaining. .

6. We should broaden the membership in bargaining units by the inclusion
of professional pei sonnel which school hoards hate attempted to exclude.

7. We must take from the local school boards their power to emasculate
the law by simply suspending school programs as an instrument in winning their
bargaining points.
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I

The seventh annual symposium sponsored bi the Graduate

Program in Industrialatelations at St. Francis Colrege-of Pennsylvania

was devoted to the emerging phenOmenon of collective negotiations
fr in education. ''

,

.

i

a

I .. . The opening paper presents a iiational overview or 14110111 0

. aspects .of collective negotietions\in education, while the followhig

speakers analyze the subject Matter Usably from the itandpoint of

e#ellences under the Penosylvania Pork Employee 1Relationi Act
, .

of 111711 which granted the state and local employees MI collective

beripdhing rights god a qualified right to strike. In both public and

,higher education, the Issues are Mscuesed from the.general viewpelit

as well as from thestandri. n. t of management and labor.

.

F.

.

II.

I

The editor of these proceedings wishes to express bli ,incere

thanks lathe symposium cosponsors and to the speakers and panelists.

karticular thgaks are also due- to Mr. Robert L. Gaylor, Chief of the

Di n ot Labor Relations, Pennsylvania Departmeht of Education,

who served as thesynpositim co-coordinator, and to his able ibsistant

Mr. Nadel 3. DiLucabio.
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Bargaining on education policy is but one 'of several trends that has

emerged in 1974. Cerlainlyrdihe negative employment situation for teachers, high-:

. lighted by decreasing enrollments, looms as an immortal issue for teacher unions.
In fact, the American Fedratiin of Teachers fAFT) President, Albeit Shenker,
has cited rising unemployment among teachers as reaching a crisis level after, ".
the effects of inflation on teacher pay. According to the AFT and the National
Education Associative. (NEA) only 40 -percent of the 4190.000 1973-1974 college'
teaching graduates found Jobs in their field. One of the strike demands in a
recent settlement in Oakleed, Calito.4a, was the reinstatement of 1M elementary
school, probationary teachers ;ecentfr laid off. After a one-day strike 93 of the

,104 were rehired.

Whether caused by inc teacher bargaining rights, inflation and rising
paypeltations. or because unceriain job security the fact is that unionize,
tion among teachers is on increase.. Organizing activity is especially high in
the post-secondary schools and universities. Among strong organizing efforts are
those of the AFT, NBA and the Association of Ameridan University Professors
(AAUP). Again, the reasons may stem from varied sources including new
legislated bargaining rights.

As of July 1974, 20 states had some form of polity governing bargaining
among community college faculty. Most of these lain have been passed since
.1965.

In addition, 27 of the 50 states have legislation covering collective bargaining
rights for public school teachers. Lest you be misled, however, among those... States with laws a few only provide for mrt activity, and the formal
procedures andfriihts vary considerably among laws.

,
Other reasons that may ,accotmt for unionization among teachers,

according to the reporting service 1 are fr allption over a lid* of
participation in academic governance and eroding tenure systems hastened by the
use of part-timers, equal employment opportunitAprogram considerations, and the

I decreasing employment of professors. Coincidentally, the APT reports that of its
: approximately 25,000 members in colleges and universities, 11,0107are new mem-'

bers'added during the 1973-1974 academic year. . ./

I'll permit myself an editorial comment and say that without question the
t raditional opposlt to unionism is fading at all levels in the education field.
Membership in both .the NEA and AFT has increased notably. Figures for 1974
show the NEA with approximately 1.5 million. 'members, up from 1.111 million in
1971 Membership in AFT from 2311,01 in 1972 its current membership
of 450,000. Of course, some these gains have ted from recent state
association mergers of the ve pot:pea) New err, Florida and elsewhere.

The level of strike activity, also represedts something of a trend. In the
month of September, 1974, the number of strikes was. approgimately the same as
he I occurred in September, 1173 totaling 23. strikes in six states, affecting
some 17,111 teachers. However, strikes and job actions for the first 9 lengths of
1974 have totaled M. as compared with 1M during the same period in 1973.
Whether the reduced strike activity will continue bears vines watching. Either
the downtuni in teacher employment will dampen strikes, or the cost of Ihing
may tone them up. So far strikes are down.
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In this connection, it may be proper for policy makers to question in light
of teacher militancy whether a strike prohibition or the threat of a fine really
keeps teaching staff on the Job. In this vein, two recent incidents come to mind.
In the Detroit teacher strike, a contempt fine of $240,000 against the Detroit
Federation of Teachers was overturned. Ijou mayealso recall the reduced' penalty
ultimately levied in the Philadelphia teacher's strike. The lessons here appear
to be that teachers did strike despite a strike prohibition in the,fornier, and.aildnsi
a court order injunction in the latter. Also, the decisions may be indicative an4
'only that Of a changing court attitude against severe penalties for public
employee strikes.

Of interest too. ire the merger talks between the NEA and AFT. These
were- discontinued- last March and have entered what many call a "cooling tiff
period." I suspect that the talks are dormant but not dead. With Mr. Spanker's
election as bead of the API', the talks may well reopen in the future. First how
ever, thp NEA opposition to AFL-CIO affiliation and difference between the
Associations on minority 'group representation on the proposed governing board,
will have to be resolved. _

.11

.
Postponed talks notioniabuinding, the Associations have expanded their

organizing drives. The formation of the AFL-CIO's new public employee depart-
ment will likely increaseteicher organization,and lobbying muscle. As a member
of the Department, the AFT is assured a governing voice in thi Department's

li deliberation*. The NEA, on the other hind, is coordinating its organizing end
lobbying efforts through the Coalition of Amerillan Public Employees !CAPE).
It Is joined in its efforts , the American Itederation of State, County and
Manieipal Employees, the etional Treasury Empldyees' Union, and some 13
State CAPE affiliates.

. Otherwise, recent organizing campaigns mounted by Associations are
continuing in the eastern seaboard states and in the South Both Associations
are also looking to the adoption of a new California collective bargaining law for
teachers to increase their membenhipi.

In the midst of these changing attitudes and bargaining Issues, the AFT,
NEA and otheipublic sector ,onions are also lobbying hard for the passage 'of a.:
Federal law that wodd gurthintee collective bargaining rights for all public I
employees, including teachers. Significant differences exist in 'the separate r
legislation supported by Associations. . Both groups. .hover, agree the
situation in the 50 is too varied in terms of rights and ob on
fundamental collective be aining-issuses and that, consequently, the divergencies
cell for federal legislation. )

In this regard, both the House and Senate have ,completed hearings on
Several major bills which Ivould prescribe a significant federal role In public
sector labor relations id state and local government.

Again, there are significant differences in the propOsed legislatloh. For
r example, H.R. 8877 (S. 3213) aponsartcl by Congressman Clay and supported by

the NEA, AFSCME and .other CAPE members, would create a federal agency
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the National Public Eniployment Relations Commission to serve a somewhat
similar hinction With respect to state and local employees and unions, as the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) provides in the private sector. The
Commission would also be empowered to determine bargaining units and oversee
impasse and grievance procedures. Significantly, the bill would make the agency
shop fee mi:ronvdaila for certified representatives and allow' negotiations over
union shop . The FMCS would assist in impasse resolution. 'The same
bill would also allow those states to opt-out if Site commission deterniines that the
*state system Is substantially equivalent to the system established by the Act.

A similarly extensive federal role is embodied in Representative Thompson's
Bill H.R. (S. 3294); supported by the AFT. This bill would eliminate the
state and ption from the National Labor Relations Act.

Othet41'.legislattve proposals not yet subjected to congressional debate,
contemplate a much less extensive federal role. For example, the bill supported
by the Asse.nbly of Governmental Employees (AGE.) requires the states to set up
a public personnel system applicable also to localities within the state.
Standards for labor relations systems are also specified undue Act. Compliance
is made a condition for the granting of federal funds to the states. A National
Public Timployee Relations Comthission would else) be established to enforce
compliance with the Act.

In the ,
Preident Shenker
with the AFT's
public employeea
from the interest,
tb state that -in,

t Senate testimony on proposed federal legislation, AFT
upported the NLRA amendment because he said it is consistent t

mental belief that "the interest, concerns, and problemr
ve with respect to their jobs are in no basic way different

ern and problems Of private sector workers." He went on
uncertain terms, the AFT considers the right to strike to be

an absolutely basic element in any system of labor relations . . . when the right to
withhold labor limited, then the word bargaining loses its meaning because
the power of employees is dissipated."

The AFT has opposed the Clay Bill in part foi its inclusion of supervisors in
the s&e bargaining unit as teachers.

Incidentally, the Jilt determinatiol question, is you may well agree, is a
Very difficult problem itr the-education field. I suspect that as today's program
continues this issue involving the inclusion of professionals and pluraprofessionals,
in units and the place of substitutes in the negotiation process will be examined.
They certainly complicate prospective federal legislative alternatives.

.Referrinl back to the Congressional hearings NEA represented by
President James A. Harris supported the Clay Bill as part of the COPE program.
He noted that "there is no chance for successful bargaining wkinnthe employer can
batik the employee organization against the wall." °Restated that lath employee
organizations and employers must have an equal range of alternatives if agree-
ments are to be reathed at the berpining.table." I

a
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Whatever approach is ultimately agreed upon, the effects of a federal
certainly one with a lOial optout or minimum standards will not cause corn)
pliance problems here in Pennsylvania. This State boasts one of he most
sophisticated bargaining laws of all the states and would certainly .et such
standards.

Clearly, the push for more legislativetive collbstive bargaining right's in public
sector labor relations Is continuing. In the last two, years alone comprehensive
bargrining laws were .passed hr Montana, 'Oregon, Iowa and Florida, slid. in
Indian *a* teachers. This brings the total of fates having some form of legfidation
or policy for labor relations to 35.

1,40
The implications of new amendment's to existing state laws, court decisions,

p.oposed state bills that were rejected, and plans for upcoming logislatife sessions
could all constitute separate seminars in themselves: But the points I wish to
emphatize and conclude iiith are these:

1. Public employees and their organizations are demanding more rights
and getting more legislative support behind their collectivetargthring efforts
on both the spre and fideral levels.

2. AoPhistication uncle- existing collective bargaining programs is grOwing
rapidly and pressures for expanded" scope of bargaining including educational
quality demands are being felt throughout the celuntry.

3. Effective collective bargaining under a state or local law or a- federal
bill requires continuing adjustment of procedures and policies established therein.
In short, there is a need for more discussion and reflection by practitioners on
both sides. of the table along the lines of today's program. There is also a
need for the 'transmittal' of this experience to the :ranters of new and amended
legislation-.' i .

4. Demands at the bargaining table for higher wage rates and cost of
living clauses to hedge against inflation will continue to increase. . :,r, e

. .... 1

1 . 5. Qzganizing effort, among teachers will continue to grow Ind expand
geographi8ally for both pubic school teachers and educators in the post- secondary
colle3es and universities.

. ,6
5. Finally, should a merger between the AFT, and liA develop; we will

likely see em ge 'a lobbying force and spokesmen for to cher: comparable in
strength to the rgest rustrial unions in the private 'lector.
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COLLECTIVENEGOTIATIONS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
AND T9 EMPLOYER

David W. Hornbeck-

Executes Deputy Secretary
Pennsylvents-Depectuient of =make

Your program andiine indicates that 1 am to address myself to the question
of collective bargaining in higher educdtion from the point of view of the employer.
I am delighted to .lo so as I consider this issue among_the twq or three -moat
important facing higher education today. Tehelp set, the parameters, 4' shoulV
tell you that,I speak from experience from the point of yiew of only i---employer,
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,, and within the ComMonwealth, the Depart-
ment ofiEducation. My task this morning is to share with you my experience
of having spent .three years dealingiwith one contract and the beginning stages .of
a second with the faculty of Penrisilvania'S 1,1 State C&leges and,. Inchana
University:

.

When Secretary of Education, John Pittinger, and I came into office-in Jan- ,.
uary of 1972, negotiations between-therComnontealth and the Association of Pa.
State College and University Faculties had been underway for a number of months
and were within weeks orconclusion. Neither of us were experienced in tit labor
relations arena; we assumed, partly through decision. by .GdEcision, 'that we
Should pot intervene in:the negotiations process in any aubstafitiat way since the
process was in the .liand,s of labor relations professionals. Moreover, ,we were of
the view that collective bargaining should be limited largely,to concerns focusing'
primarily on wages and conditioila of employment, defined very-ndrowly.
Educational matters "should be excluded. .

"VOr nearly a year following the sighing of that contract, we pursued the
samn.general approach to the collective bargaining relationship. We took what
the lawyers might call a strict constructionist view of the conttac ay that I
mean that if an issue was not directly discussed in the contract. hit svasoo

itreason to dis6uss it. meant thie if any basis: could be found in the tractor,
denying the claims of the union, we asserted that basis anddenied those claims.
It meant that if the ccpitract didn't say that something could or should be done, it
was not done. As a matter of toct, neither the Secretary nor I had muckcontact
with`APSCiJF at all. .1 tRink that it's fair to say that our own way of looking at_
the world also rubbed Off on some of those who e responsible for. dealing with'
the facility at the local institutional level. A combinationl*ourstakbig that position
and- others following suit had, as I look back, tegitive and very unfortimate
yhequencee. \

One of the clearest examples of that philosophy af a collective baWing
relationship was our cectien to grievances. I overstate it to some extent, but not'
greatly, when I Say that in that first year when ,grievances reached. the .oPeenl
level involving the Secretary's Office, we reviewed the materials submitted in a
somewhat. cursory way but in fact supported the decision of the president of the
local Institution. It is quite proper, even necessary to support your managers.
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, However, to 'blindly follow their lead can have serious consequences. It was the
grievance procedure*nd its,esults which first led us...to begin to reconsider, our
position. Toward the end of the first year, we, found ourselvg,With a string of
arbitratkon awards seven if r remember 'correctly VI of which were
against us. To.understate it samewhat, we thought the circumstances suggested
a review of the way in which we were approaching labor relations. The cul-
Minatiori of that review, at least up until the present time, is I believe represented'
in the second contract which we signed with APSCUF during the first week of
October.. .

I want to spend the next several, minutes tit e proems lead;ng 'to
and the content of that contract. That will iflusttul., _ Acretely the perspective on
collective bargaining of one highei- education employer. more clearly than simply

. laying oat for you a list of Kinciples to remember. The first and most crucial
deei4n was that in contrast to the first negotiations we would be involved
at thi highest levels of the department. We knew the second contract was going
to be a critically important factor in the life of the State Colleges and Indiana
University. Having discovered the impact -and potential impact of collective
bargaining on the colleges, 'it could not be left to the direction of persons whose
primary concern was not education We felt quit it was vitally important that the
chief negotiator for the cofnmonwealh be someone'who had had not only extensive"
experience in labor relations -and as a negotiator but equally and, perhaps more
important,..we felt that the chidf negotiator had to be someone who understood the
world of higher education and could, speak the linguagn of administrators and
faculty alike. We were fortunew in finding such ,a person in Dr. Bernard Ingster.
The choice of Dr. Ingster represented- a significant departure from previous
commonwealth practice in negotiations in that the Department responsible for the
employes involved in the negotiations selected the chief negotiator. The Governor's
Office of Labor Relations was most cooperatiVe and supportive in that decision.

The next major undertaking was the formation of semething that we refer to
as the labor policy committee. This was a committeeovhich I chaired on behalf of
the Secretary. Dr. Ingster, several people from our office of higher education and
a representative from the Board orPresidents of the State Colleges composed the
committee. .Tbat committee began to meet in early September, some five months
prior to first formal negotiating session. Stated simply, if we were going to
take this collective bargaining relationship seriously we were going to be prepared.
During the course of those five months, we solicited and received the advice of all
14 presidents, people within the Department, the opinion of people concerned with
affirmative, action, and others. Wadhen spent days wrestling with the old contract.
We considered proposed changes. We discussed our vision for the state colleges
and how the contract might relate to that. We argued. We wrote position papers.
We did a statistical analysis of faculty ranks, wages, terms and conditions of
employment in a host of , institutions in neighboring states similar td our.14
institutions. The result was a complete proposed contract repre,senting the best,
thinking of which we were capable. It was that proposal which we placed on the
table at the first formal negotiating session in January.

At the first session, the Commonwealth team.,and APSCUF's team decided
to try to reduce the adversarial natt.re of the relationship to a minimum. We
began by calling the negotiations conversations. Frankly, that kind of dialogue
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was postible becau3e during tha time the Commonweal hagj been preparing so
arduously, APSCTJF also had been taking its responsibil y seriously. We fund
from the beginning that the Commonwealth anIt the faculty were coining together'
with a wide range of shared concerns; These revolved around issues oLteaching
excellence, rising cost /,'`quality institutions and the future of the store colleges.
That common ground_sustained., both parties throughout the negotiations and
allowed us to conclude them on Whist day of August without the intervention of
a third party of any form no mecrt achievedient in itself.

4
That contract reflecti throtighout those common concerns. It faces issues of

economic reality. It addresse'ifself specifically to issues of teaclipIg excellence.
It involves a considerable measure of, facility participation in helping shape
thinking leading to decisions. Let me 'describe for you thebAsis for my making
those assertions.

Fi(stLeconomic reality is addressed in two major provisions., One of those
is the wage package for the first year which calls for a 4 pericent across the board
increase in,salary. We all4 of course, know that in these inflationary times such an
increase is hardly extravagant))), But it is a tribute to the faculty that they cop-
sidered such a settlement d urs g a period of finar:;ial crunch in the institutions,
an investment in the future of the state colleges. On the other side, economic
reality was further addressed by the Commonwealth's pledge to retrench no faculty
member for the acadamic year.1975-76. That extendEd by one year our pledgp of
a year ago to a no-retrenchment policy for theacademiit year we are presently in.
We felt that it wits very important that faculty, should be secure in their jobs
during this period of time in which faculty, and administrations of the colleges and
the Department of Education are taking many new initiatives related to thq quality
or education and teaching excellence in our institutions.

To the same end, we left determination of wages in years subsequent to the
first to a rather unusual mechanism in the event that Commonwealth and
APSCUF are unable to agree to a wage package. sue would be submitted
to an arbitration panel. The panel would make a fin 1 decision subject to a
ceiling that will be determined by the wage settlements between* the Common-
wealth and the other unions representing Commonwealth employes. We decided to
employ that mechanism for wage determinations in order to avoid having serious
disagreements ovtr wages influence and possibly destroy our mutual interests in
giving primary attention to educational issues.

Let me turn now to provisions of the contract which relate directly to ques-
tions of teaching exce"once and educational quality. These are at least four areas
of the contract that 'deal direstly with these questions. For)me the first .4 in
some ways the most important is one dealing with evaluation. A committee made
,up of two presidents of the state colleges, two faculty representatives and two
appointees of the Secretary are presently at work designing the implementation of

i&Ithe new evaluation procedures. The parameters of the substance and process r
the new approach t4 evaluation, however, have already been laid out in t e
contract itself. They consist of several factors. One is that the new evaluation
procedure will take place for any given faculty member once every five years.
That by itself sets the stage for the evaluation to be taken more `seriously and in

'5.
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greater depth thrift in the past. Second, there is a heavy emphasis on self
evaluation. Self-evaluation will be conducted primarily through the faculty
member writifg a paper in each of four arias. One will speak to the faculty
member's views of teaching( and goals for the next five years. A second will
relate to an assessment of intellectual growth and development during the pit evious
five years and plkns for the next five. Third will be an assessment and goal
setting statement regarding service to the college. `Fourth will be ,a si ar
statemenhabout the college's obligation of servict to the community, or regiofl in
which it finds itself and the faculty member's role 4'n helping meet that obligation.
The committee which is at work is discussing how this' will be fleshed out and

U
implemented. We feel very strongly that self evaluation has to plry an important
role for change and thought to take place regarding any of ttliese issues. 'It is
absolutely essential thatlhe facultyl member being evaluated play a dominant role.
However, the process will not be left to the faculty member alone. A faculty
member's peers, administrators kind students will form an evaluation committee
'which -will read the papers written by the faculty member and4discuss at length
the perfon;nan& of the faculty member over the previous five years and the
projections which the faculty member has made with respect to the subsequent
five years. We feel that this kind of attention to evaluation at a substantive level
velead to improved performance even among the best of faculty menders, since
we begin from the assumption that none of us can legitiinately claim that we are
so good 'at what we do that there is no rim for improvement.

A second-area of die contract relating to teaching excellence is the pio;risioh
for distinguished teaching awards. In the past at the state colleges one device
which was used to reward meritorious performance was something we refkrred to
as merit ,increments. Over the years the merit increments had, I think most
would agree, deteriorated into a process in which a primary Consideration was

. whether a particular faculty member hall gotten one the year before or the year
before that and whether that faculty member's turn to get one had me up again.

The distinction that should have been associated with merit incr ents was for
all intents and purpodes not an operative fpittir. The new distin fished teaching
awards will take place at two levels. At the local campus level one, two or three
awards may be granted each year depending on the size of the faculty at the
campuses. Faculty will submit proposals to a committee made up of faculty from
other distinguished teaching institutions, administrators, and students. The pro-
posal will lay out what the faculty member proposes to do by way of demonstrating
teaching excellence and will pinpoint the evaluation process the faculty member
suggests,will reveal Whether he or she has done it. When a faculty member is
admitted to candidacy for a' distinguished teaching award, he or she then will
do whatever had been proposed. At the appropriate time the local campus Com-
mittee will evaluate performance. Some faculty may not have completed what
they.had proposed. Another group may have completed it angthereby be eligible
to receive a certificate of teaching distinction but not the final distinguished
teaching award. Finally, one, two or three faculty members, depending on the
campus, may receive the teaching award itself which will be Worth $2,500.

4
In attrition to the local selection, those receiving the diStingulshed teaching

award may become candidates for one of ten stage -wide awards which will be
given on the basis of a selection committee at the State level consisting of three
Secretarial appointees, a president of a local college, a president of a local APSCUF
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chapter, apd atprisident of a local student askiciation. Anyone selected for one
of the state -level awards will receive an additic-al 13,500. A faculty Member, thus
would be eligible to receive a One-time $6,000 award if he or she wervauccestful
at bgth levels. Th cost of this merit award. system will be one-thirdto one-half
that id the old y5tem. The difference will be expended on other mutually agreed
upon educationally related problems.

k 8"

We think that this process will foals real attention on teaching Vellence.
There is one major problenh associated with it with which we are struggling now
in a committee similar to Mb one I described that's at work on evaluation. That
is how wereward the work and effort of the facility member whose approach to
teaching'is not what one would normally call innovative'. It is quite possible for
tht process we have outlined to deteriorate into ti gimmi.cp orientation. We have
to guard against that. There are and you kmw who they are at your carepuses

individuals who over'tge yeaq have inspired young people in their academic..
pursuits, who have challenged the lin to. stretch their minds end who have generally
been excellent teaching faculty. Our challenge is to ptiovide a way in which
those people may become candidates r the distinguished teaching awartas well
as the faculty member whoii s e new creative idea for approaching the
academic enterprise. / .to

The two other areas of the ntract which are very significant are the areas
of tenure and promotion. In eac there is a committees at work composed of two
acuity members, preside s and two .Secretarial appointees who are in

th ng new idelines for promotion and tenure decisions. At

the mom , many of th decisions are based on a tense of tradition and
past practice. There are some institutions and some departments within some
institutions which have written clearly defined stirdards for both promotion and
tenure. In too many others, however, the standards are loose and vague. The
state-level committee in the area of promotions will establigh guidelines against
which locl promntionguidelines will be measured. Local promotion decisions will
then be 4tade agqinst those guidelines. In area of tenure, the g delines which
the state-level committee will promulgate will be advisory to the presidents rather
than mandatory as is the case in the promotion area. However, since tho'se guide-
lines will result from the joint deliberations of presidents, faculty and the Depart-
ment of Education, they will carry with them a high degree of persuasiveness.

There are other areas of the contract which are important, such as the pro-
vision for a workisad equivalent for a director of equal opportunity in sports and
a new affirmative action provision. But there is only one other area that I want
,to highlight this morning: That is the provision for statelevel meet and discuss
sessions. During the course of negotiations there were a number of items where
we carried the language from the first contract over into the second contract or
made only minor, modifications. Yet they were areas in which both parties
rognized continuing complex problems which affect the entire temp. They
include questions'of retrenchment, affirmative action, workload, ov rload, summer
employment and retirement. We resolved to continue to discuss those items and
others that will occur of a major policy nature in monthly meet antdiscuu sessions
between APSCUF and the Departthent. After three session thf latest of which
was yesterday it is clear that we are continuing to approach those problems
from the point tf view of their being Mutual problems to whieh we must find
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answers rather than problems which involve us in a rigid adversarial relationship. .

TI* we can continue to sit down and distuss such major questions facing higher
education is critically 'impoitant if our 14 institutions are going to meet /
challenges of 197 nclthe %ears to come: That sums up from by perspective the
process and co ent relating to our most recent contract with APKUF. Both the
Union and Commonwealth have stuck their n ks out pretty far in steing that
agreement: These past six weeks suggest tip c that the risk that's involved will ,

prove to be justified. I can only hope that cbntinues to be the case.

The Department feels that the state colleges have soften taken a bum -rape
with respect to their quality. We /;eel that each the 14' can become institutions
of real distinction. We think that the institutions can be much more a system than
they are now. We think that each institution can and should develop at least oft
area of such expertise that they achieve a national reputation in that area. We
would hope, of course, that there might be more than one. But each should have
at least one thing wh leads someone in any part of this nation to say that it is
necessary togold Slipper Rock or Clarion or West Chester or Cheyney or what-.
ever in order to be on top of the state of the art in whatever area is each college's
area of real distinction. .We are going to continue to face difficult problems of
rising costs and potentially dropping enrollments. We are going fo have to deal
with significant new trends in higher education such as those that we see in dip
arena of continuing aciacatien and the need for a ,,ubstantial increase in the numbr
of minorities that wo,waat to admit as students and employ as faculty and adminis-
tratirs. We must develop ways in which the colleges become less seitist in employ-
ment and in the orientation G: their academic programs. We must provide for
differentiated missions to meet students, commonwealth and regional needs. The
kinds of initiatives which are implied in that range of objectives ar4 not gOing to be
achieved through fiats froth the Department of Education or from the presidents
of the institutions. It will require cooperation with the faculty.
-

I believe collective bargailling` can assist in maintaining -excellence and
provoking change. It can help accommodate initiatives which come from many
directions. The contract which I've just described for you and the process through
which we went towards its achievement underline my commitment to the positive
use of the collective bargaining relationship. To make that so, however, one
cannot approach the issues in a cursory or ad hoc manner. A number of things
have to be at work.

The proces,: has to involve participation by managers at the highest level.
In the instance that we're talking about, the Secretary and I, the Commissioner
and the Deputy Commissioner of Higher Education and the presidents of the
intitutions have to give time, thought and energy to labor relations.

It is absolutely essential that there be much preparation and planning leading
rp to any neibtiating session as we did in the labor policy committee.

The kind of time and energy 'that has been given to implementing that
agreement must continue during the life of the agreement. One of the serious
mistakes teat people engaged in labor relations sometimes make is giving little
or no attention to the relationships between the employer and the employe between
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contract negotiations. That always seems to lead to a new set of negotiations in
which there at as 200 Or4300 or 400 outstanding problems which in turn
have'to be desth, at the bargaining table. 'Most of those issues could be solved
prior to the time that a new contract needs to be negotiated;

That leads me to the priiftiple of flexibility. A contract is a contract is a
contract. At the same time, if either the)union or the'empolyer views the contract
in an abiolutely rigid way, solutions to many, priblems will not be forthcoming.
There is one view to the collective berg/icing relationship which reflects the view
that the Secretary and originally took which reads the contract in the narrowest
reship., possible. The are problems that arise in any contract which were not

A foreseen by those at the table when the contract was negotiated. I think that it
is essentit..1 that the. parties be in a position to sit down and talk to one another and
arrive at reasonable solutions to they complex problems that' face Pus all. In flit
course of doing that, tha manager need not give up what some hang on tq in I
somewhat religious way - - that entity called management rights. - In fact, reason-
able tolutions to complicated problems reptesest in my view the exercise of man-
agement rights. By and large, I view the collective bargaininkprocess as a proceis
that can, and should be devoted to problems solving. I am sure we all would
agree that the problems fading higher education today are as -difficult as they
have everteen. kigidity and narrowmiiatuess have no place in that kind of world.

Finally, if we are- to justify participation by people, at the highest level; if

we are going to prepare and plan t xtensively; it we are"going to approach col-
lectivelective bargaining as a problem-to1 ing process and be flexible, therethe is one other

ie necessary ingredient. We must view the faculty as partners in this ehterprige.
We should Embrace the concept of participation, not fear it. We should do every- '
thing in our power to provoke trust rather than distrust. Until such time as the ,
faculty are viewer. as alliis and, following from that, respond ds tallies, we will
not have the kind of relationship which will result in the achievement of the goals
we mutually hold. That kind of partnership is a, two-way street. In' any human
endedbr, where there are vehed interests. and strong opinions held, the develop-
ment of a trust relationship is an arduously difficult task. Both sides have to work
at it. Both sides are in the position of having to maintain a position yet be sen-
sitive to the position of the 'other party. It takes skill, sensitivity and a masterful
exercise of the art of compromise in order to achieye the best which is possible
out of such partnership. Both sides are going to make mistakes. But if those
mistakes constantly .ead to the drawing of rigid fines the relationship is in trouble
and higher education is in trouble as a result. ,

One c' n' adopt the rigid narrow view of collective bargaining. Some con -1'
tinue even to plailike it doesn't exist. You can embrace the strict constructionist
perspective of a nttact. You can limit discussion at the table to wages and tra-
ditional trade unionist view of hours and conditions of employMent, and maybe
in another six months or a year ontwo or three I will come back to you and urge

\- you to take such a vi But I have put y bet on another approach. I'm betting
that the good will of e loyer and em ye alike can use the relatively new collec-
tive bargaining relatio ship to solve robiems in higher education. I'm betting
It can help- improve the quality of cation and provoke better teaching-. I think
it can help lead to retraining rather an retrechment of faculty members' toimeet
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needs that regions of the Comnonwealth and the Commonwealth as a, whole present
to the world of higher education- dail The collective bergaining relatiobsfig can
assist,in the design of programs which jneet the needs of minorities and women.
The relationship can support the concepts of differentiated missions within a system
of institutions that are marked by distinction. The risk is great; the stakes ay
high. But if we and APSCUF succeed, the Commonwealth and the students of this
Commonwealth will be the winners and that, wOen all is said done, is which
I hope we are about.

f.
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. COILECTIVE NEOOTIATIONg IN HIGHER EtsUCATION

# AND`THE FACULTY STATIJS _

William G. Pettlbon 1

Director aill;ber Witold:on
.,. Pennsylirania Mite *Anomie: Association

a
. . ,

'' The enterprise of,Higher Education has perceptively moved from the "Soar-
ing '00e" to tiie "Sinking '70s." This state of adjustmeht and illsecurity is being

s.
repor.ted on many fronts and by a variety of ePokesmenobut nowhere within the
enterprise of Higher Educition is the impact of this change biking doted with more
milgivinp than within the ranks of the ra ty.

)
.

, ,-
These misgivings are being felt throughout the. professorate and' without

.. respect to the of institutissiye which one is 'teaching, be it two-year, four-
year, or te; be it public or p?ivatet 1r it secular or sacred. None of these

. institutions it providing the security formerly envisioned by the timid/ in reaching
to current crises in a way that projects confipence for the future.

.. Or` .c., ,
/

Donald McDonald, in a recent publication of THE CENTER MAGAZINE, ;
having written aq article about the Carnegie Commission Study of. Higher Eduoa-
.tion,.reports a noted American educator's comments with respect to the facially. ,

"If you make recommendations that can be put into effect by the federal
government or by the state government or by the trustees or by the college and
imiversitypresidents, you can get some place. If you make recommendations that
retjui faculty.action, you will not gpt any results; don't waste your time."

this were an isolated voice crying in the wilderness, the faculty's problems
woul seem to be overblown. In re**, this kihd of comment is being, echoed in
m y areas of society.- - the public, the government, the student, and even within
the faculty 'ranks themselves. It would appear that the faculty are principally
being blamed for all the ills of higher tion now presumably, being steered.
An examination of the causes for this maf be in order, but here we will direct
our attention to some results of such en attitude.

a

In CHANGE magazine, Charles E. Cox, in "Tenure on Trial in Virginia,"
points out that Virginia scored a first in the nation when a State Board for Com-
munity Colleges secretly axed tenure for the seven-year-old system's 1,700 teachers.
It was reported that this action was covert both in its creation and in its imple-
mentation with the strong suspicion that the Board's action was motivated by
legislative conservatives who could extract their pound of flesh from a politically
attuned Board.

All of this certainly offers no shade of security for faculty suijected to this
kind of decision-making. In those days of equal employment obligations on the
part of institutions, many of them ,are citing tenure as the inhibitor -precluding
moving away from the overwhelming dominance of white and male professors.
Whether this In reality is true has not been examined.



C

. In the Virginia situation, the Chansellor feels secure in that he has ten ap-
plicants for every job opening. The Vice-Chancellor has stated dud "While we
will make more changes in the newittolicy, we will not gb back to tenure. We do ,

not feel it is necessary." ,

But tenure does not constitute the principal pait of this issue of insecurity;.
it is only typical of situations in which faculties find themselves. in this new and
changed environment in higher education.

An article by Helmut Golatz in THE EDUCATIONAL FORUM, "The Restive
Faculty," develops a rationale for problems the facutly faces, as well s some
subsequent theciries that call for`oction onithe part of the faculty. Golad4tates
that competition betweemfortt for unity end for diversity within the institutions
'of higher education has suddenly focused the central issues of gouerMince: on
what authority structure can the increasing), coffiplerviendemic organization be
legitimately founded? By what system of sanctions can it best be directed? By
what measures of accountability can it be controlled?

He suggests that while at one time faculties were urged by their aZminhtra-
tors to participate in shared deeision-making, now-the aggressive' faculties are
asking for pieces of this responsibility rather than wilting for shares to be offered.

Golatz,citet findings of a speCialjask force of the American Association of
Higher Ed ation:

MTh ain source of discontent are the faculty:" desire to participate
in the determination of those policies that affect its professional status
and performance and in the establishment of complex state-wide

ems4f higher education that have decreased 1 al control over im-
campus issues.

, It is suggested .by this and other reports that the very elements which

beds for the insecurities that are n being felt: large
included success for higher education and the faculties as eevenced during the
sixties have been the seed
enrollments, large fujds, and large expectations, without corresponding measures
by which these elements can be evaluated with respect to competing demands in
the society at large. Golatz*, article ,concludes with these thoughts:

Faculty participation is apparently an idea- whose time has come. The
only question that remains is what form that participation will take in
a given institutional setting.

The final sentence:

It's the same old ball park; but in it administrators and faculty aft
making the rules fc-r ^ new game of employment relationships.

Continuing the theme of the need for an altered faculty role, Joseph Dement,
writing in the' PEABODY JOURNAL OF EDUCATION, reports on his own ex-
perience at Oakland University in Michigan.

20
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In "Collective 'bargaining: A New Myth and Ritual for Academe," he de-,
scribes the change from traditional' faculty participation to one in which collective
bargaining prescribes faculty involvement inthe affairs of the institution.

1 .
Recounting the faculty discovery that they had no impact in determination

of broad university policy, he described their attempts through reports and .con-
ferences to appraise the admimstration p1 the situation and obtain remedy.

"We found," he stressed, vast willingness to listen together with a vase
unwillingness to act.", ,

I
The realization that faculty vsai the victim of power thy than a wielder

of pov;er brought the (Aland professors to collective b aining for, as Delnent
asserts, "Make no mistake about it, ollective bargaining means the acquisition
of power, the use of power, and the threat of power."

I

His entire philiiophy may easily be inferred from this statement:

An Unwillingness to use power breeils disrespect in those who are wil-
ling to use it; hence, I am convinced, the condescending patronage with
which most faculties are treated by their administritions. While ow-.
relationship may not be marked by-love br even, in some cases, friend-
ship, it is certainly marked by respect, the mutual respect which one
adult has for another.

Demonstrating that similar conclusipz)s may be reached by individuals with
disparate sets of values and persuasions, Milton Mayer, in THE CENTER MAG-
AZINE, deals with the question of faculty unionism forthrightly in his article
"The Union and the University - - Organizing tile Ruins."
*

A journalist before becoming a professor, Mayer describes his self-perception
early in his journalistic career: he considered himself a professional while his
publisher regarded him as a tradesman. But now, he relatei, he has a Clearer
perception and no illusions about his professional status being anything more than

at of a tradesman. Admittedly h.a principal interests are wages, hours, and
rains conditions.

In developing a rationale for his acceptance of unionism and collective bar-
gaining as a politive step for the faculty, he asserts:

Thus the unity of the university, long ago shattered by secularization
and specialization, is being restored, not, to be sure, in the interest of
intellectual love of God but in the interest of temporal security (and
bodily'security at that). The same interests that disunite society, name-
ly, wages, hours, and Working conditiods, unity it when it is under per-
ceptible attack by a common eaemy . . .

Realizing that the iconoclasts of academe indeed make strange but necessary
bedfellows, he emphasizes their basic commonality:

As professors they once prof:cited something beyond wages, hours,
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and working conditions. They fessed the advancement of knowledge
and its dissemination among yo g men and women who were deter-
mined to learn. As professors in a university they professed a univer-
sum whoselast end (therefore its first principle) was peace. To achieve
unity now, they have only to stop prohibiting their profession, recognize
the naked condition of their existence, and unite and fight.

What does this plethora of related essays have to do with those of us in the
enterprise of higher education?

First, it would appear that we, too, are subject to the maladritprofessed
by collegues in widespread location. As an example, reran struggles in.the General
Assembly (Pennsylvania) relative to appropriations for various institutions of
higher education Supported by the Obmmonwealth *Is being debated not on logic
but on emotion in terms of politicaA adsantange.

In fact, the total impact of government's role in higher educatimi in this
state is beteg felt more'keenly than ever before. Testimony given by the Com-
monwealth in certain PLRB hearings relative to unit determination hai precisely
described the state as employer for faculties why had fixed assumptions previously
that they worked for a university. It would be superfluous to point out that dealing
with the public as employer ranks a world apart from dealing with a college ad-
ministration.

Additionally, various state -re at versities, Won.; with their appropria-
tions recently, felt the weight of gove meet in terms of uirements to report'
conditions of their employment, for es of hard data be used as criteria
for their accountability, under what as then referfed to as the Snyder Amend-
ment. Similar amendments hay been attached to subsequent appropriations
legislation.

The preceding attempt a partial analysis of the dislocations which fa ties
are increasingly' feeling in no. way comprise an evaluation or judgment 1 the
responsible role of government' n erprise higher education. Rath , our
objective is to reemphasize to professors that through no action or desire their
own they ate faced with a changed world.*

The winds of sociallorces which favored then in the '80s have become the ,

ill winds of the '70s. Their product was in short s ply then and so they were ,
catered to; now it is overabundant and their vat is down.

' The dity when the isolated professor could tat over his needs and wished
with friendly dear and sit hack t await an 7 ily won resotution has, gone
al th the Studebaker. Realists Move peke ed that today faculties are re-

s.' ce g the last crumbs front the table after s rvice psrsonnei organizations and
the ambitions of the institution have devoured the entree.

With the elevation of the decision-making level from the familiar halls out the
`""") institution to the wide-open political forum of government, a congruent rise in the

faculty's mode of accommodating to the seat of power offers the only reasonable
expectation.
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Pennsylvania's Act 195 can provide that mode, but it does not force accept-

ance and it does not guarantee success. The energizing force must be the initiative
of the establishment in utilizing .the moue open to it.

4
That initiative will prevail only when-the main body of the faculty - con-

servative, traditionalist, racial, reactionary, lib dl, or whatever - - realizes that
the name of the game today is power, that oi* an organized unity offers, that
power, and that his participation will not soil his Mortarboard, erode his, intellec-.

ftvality, or label him a social misfit.

In fact, it may help to maintain his self-respect and professipnal integrity
in the face of an ever-changing, seemingly compromising society. . . .

Collective bargaining in higher education is now stilt very much in 'a form-
ative stage. The state of higl*r education, as an entity moving tfigRIT-the '70s
will be influenced by collective bargaining. Often, Mote attempting to assess ri
bargaining's impact on higher education look to precedint or practice in either
the private or public sectors other than education. Often these assessments are
a reaction and sometimes negative. It needs to be asserted at this time that the
experience of collective bergaining in higher education is such that the outcome
is still plastic and 011 be ultimately determined by the participants, not the out-
side. This places a supreme responsibility on the participants, be they *represent?
ative of the faculty or the institution; to. make and mold the outcome of this
process to one that all parties choose, which of itself may be good for higher
education. Time will determine how the parties accept and discharge thit: res-

'ponsibility..

) Extending this thought about the current plasticity of bargaining in higher
education, much of the literature is asserting that collectl% bargaining is an ad-
versary process. "Adversary" as a woad, noun, or adjective, has a negative
connotation; looked at in terms of ps broadest connotation, thoigh, adversary
actually connotes two parties attempting to accommodate different perceptions
with respect to any condition or proposition. In this context, it may not be hn-
proper to describe all bargaining as adversary, but what has take place on most
campuses heretofore may have been better described as having 4llways been an
adversary relationship. In fact, the only new element added by collective bargain-
ing is balance to the power distributed phis the added' weight of law in terms of
final decisions. To describe bargaining with respect to its newness of application
in-higher education osran adversary relationship, implies that this relationship is
also new, which is nqt an implication that can stand Much scrutiny. A description
of previous Mode of operations of campus governance or authority relationship at
"shared," is not supported in fact or fiction that ,the sharing was cooperative;
it was rather benevolent and expedient.

Assuming that the adversary relationship or process either present or prior,
can serve to synthesize the different perceptions, as a ult of that synthesis a

_larger and more significant question can be confronted,, "Is the mission or con-
tinuation of the institution impeded by the relationship established?" The answer
is not a plea for collective bargaining or any other midi process, but rather/an
appeal for openness of inquiry and modification rather than emotional reactions
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Or

to something new, which reflects poorly on the coutept of scholarship as a central
theme of the higher education community.

We can conclude theAluit collective bargaining may be described u a more
foilinali process and as a result different perceptions of the formalized relation-
ship m y vary in different degrees. But bargaining is only an instrument which
reflects ti , its product the sincerity and sophistication of i users rather than

^ predetermines the outcomes of any point or issue. Thermee, e outcome is in
the hands of the whole higher education community as reflec through the par-
tIcipants' utilization of this new mode of governance.

41
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NEGOTIABILITY ISSUES IN PUBLIC EDUCATION
IM

John J. Di Hot

Superintendent of-Schools
Brentwood Borough Scsool District, Pittsburgh. Po.

I. Bieltgrotmd

Public school teacher, who have traditionally been considered a docile
and non-activist segment of our society, have during the past decade shown such
an aggressiveness in matters relating to their employment thit their commitment
to action through organizational procedures is often referred to as "militancy."
During the late 1960's and early 1910's teachers have taken significant strides in
not only changing their conditiots of employment and the benefits which they
receive, but also have been able to assume an expanding role in educational
decision-making. They have accomplished this throughprocedures variously
referred to as professional negotiations, collective bargainihg at llective
negotiations. X

o achieve their purposes they have invoked such coercive taeasures as
profes onal sanctions, withholding of services, mass resignations at strikes.
In man instances, especially those, involving strikei, the action.was contrpry
to then existing law. However, legislation prohibiting such action to public school
teachers and other public employes had proved itself unenforceable in a number of
states including Pennsylvania. As a result, beginning gnv7ith Wisdonsin in 1959 (later .9

amended in 1981) more than half of the states have enacted some form of legislation
granting to teachers.either the right to meet and confer or to bargain collectively
with boar& of education.

,

Prior to 1970 collective bargaining with the right to strike had Been prohibited
to school employes in the public schools of Pennsylvania. The legal basis of this
prohibition was the Public Employes Anti-Strike Act of 1947, which,. while pro-
hibiting thp right to strike did provide for the estqlishment of a "grievance panel."
Unfortunately, the panel had no way to enforce its recomm endations and sublequent
appeal procedures were equally powerless if ohe far both ailes dec ided not to
accept Or approve thafindings.

The was, hovever, nothing in the 1947 -law or other statutes which either
required 1 boards to tenter into collective negotiations or pRvented them ftom°
doing so if so disired.(1) Consequentlp, nurny school districts in thetoinmon-
wealth during the latter part of the 1960's engaged in a process referred to as
"Professional Negotiations," and with varying degrees of formality entered into
agreements with their profhssional staffs. Professional negotiations, a term that
entered into the educatioWs lexicon during the late 1950's, has since, the passage
of Act 195 been more frequently expressed as collective negotiations or more
precisely collective bargaining.

1

-1"

. Bryan. Herbert F., "Bo ard-Staff Relationally and Protarlonal Negotiations." P536
tatermation Loglaativo Seri*, Vol. V, No. 46. (December 16, 1141), p. S.

-J
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II Views the Scope of Bargaining

With the passage of this Ait, officially titled The Public Employe Rtiatioas
Act, the subject of negothitions became an extremely important one for teachers,
administrators, and school board members. Pennsylvania had joined a growing
list of states. that had sanctioned by either permissive or mandatory legislation,
collective bargaining for teachers aid other public employes.

Furthermore, costa 4 interpretations of these liws throughout the country
have been constantly expanding the scope of such legislation: Each year school
officials find themselves bargaining on 'many more subjects than they did pre-
viously as courts have placed more of those subjects under the umbrella phrase
"conditions of employment."(2)

The scope of bargaining has also been expanded through negotiations
strategies at thelargaining table.

,

For instance, school board negotiators may now find employe negoti4ors
assuming an unyielding position on items upon which negotiations are mandatory
in order that they can gain a concession or an agreement on an item upon which
negotiations area not mandatory.

Some well meaning school., be irds have also expanded the scope of negoti-
ations in their individual districts because of their sincere belief that by so doing,
their teachers could and would share a great:r responsibility for the quality of
education. Perhaps it is this viewpoint that was expressed by one leading
educator when he said, "Negotiations can, and should remove every excuse for
not doing a-good job." (a)

On the other hand, there are those tvitg view negotiations as a "threat to
existing powers.'" A revie of the literature indicates that:

The NEA and AFT gen ally hold to the position that everything is
negotiable. School boards maintain, however,'" that items are L-I.
negotiable-that are clearly ministerial or where the board must e ercise
its discretionary powers or sovereignty as delegated by th 4egis-
lature.(4)

For this reason, among others school boards and scbool officials generally take
a narrower and more restricted interpretation of the scope of bargaining.

- --Since. the passage of Pennsylvania's Act 195 as well as similar statutes in
other states which either permit or m to teacher negotiations, the question as
to whether teachers do or do not havethe r to negotiate is being relegated to
the background in many debates relatin o collective negotiations. One of the

2 Seitz, Reynolds C . "School Law: The Trends and the Trials Teacher Negoti-
ations the Legal Issues." Nation's Schools, Vol 87. No 3 (March, 1971) p 49.

3 Cornell, am A., "Target PN In Curriculum and Instructional Areas," Penn-
sylvania ool Journal, Vol. 119, No. 3. (November, 1970), p. 124.

4 Francis. uel N., "Legal Guidelines for Educators . . . What is Negotiable?"
The Public School Digest, Vol. 22, No 1. (1989-1970) School Year) p..27.
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major sources of contention novAcatners upon the 9nestion: "What is negotiable?"
Current literature reflects various points of view as to what items are proper
subjects for bargaining between school boards and their employe organizations.
One pron%inent Pennsylvania educator and author takes note of this 'varied
viewpoint when he state at:

The right of teethe to negotiate collectively is rarely challenged
today. But negotiate bout what? If negotiations were confined ex-
clusively to salaries d welfare benefits, administrators and school
boards everywhere wo d agree that negotiating process deserVes full
and unconditional support.

However, teachers seek to negotiate about many more issues than
merely salaries and welfare benefits . . '.(5)

These divergent viewpoints are highlighted in two statements which I
would like to read to you. The first is taken from one of the earlier NEA pub-
lications on negotiations which states:

Teachers and other members of the professional staff have do Interest
in the conditi9ns which attract and retain a superior teaching force,
in the in-service training program, in class size, in the selection of
textbooks, and in other matters which go far beyond those which would
be included in a narrow definition of working conditions. Negotiations
should include all matters which affect the qualitx of the educational
system.(0)

The strongly opposing point of view of the National School Boards Association is
reflected in the words of its executive director when he says:

At the very least, education policy gnu t remain free from the vested
interests of unreachable professionalsunreachable, because teachers
not only are free from public accountability but in many instances they
also are sheltered from management accountability, thiough tenure
laws., Certainly, teachers and other employes should be consulted on
matte pertaining to their work, but it is difficult to understand how
the ucational process can be served by trading off curriculum
decisio s at a heated' bargaining session. Furthermore, if matters of
education policy become contract items, the result could have s,:vere
effects on the innovation, exp$rimentation,' and desirable variations
in the teaching-learning process, all of which are so vital to a fulfilling
school experience. (7)

The American Association of School Administrators exhorts, its member-
ship to caution when it states that:

IBID. I)

6 National Education Association. Office of Professional Development and Welfare,
Guidelines for Prolessional Negotiation, Revised Edition (Washington: The
National Education Association. 1965) pp. 21-22.

7 Webb. Harold V . "The Case for Keeping the Federal Government out of Board-
Teacher Negotiations." The American School Board Journal, Vol. 159, No. 18. July.
1972. P. 19
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Administrators and board members Should think very carefully about
the possibility that there may be certain management and board rights
and prerogatives that should not be relinquished or made the subject
of negotiations.(13)

These statements which I have excerpted from the literature so far,
represent the diverse viewpoints of national organizations. Let us draw a little
closer to home for a few minutes and examine the Pennsylvania scene.

dr

First, Section 701 of Act 195, the Pennsylvania Employe Relations Act,
defines the scope of bargaining as "wages, hours, and other terms and conditions
of employmtirt." Section 792 of the.same statute further enumerates those areas
in which collective bargaining shall not be required of the public emplojer when
it states:

Public employers shall not be required to bargain over matters of
inherent managerial policy, which shall include but shall not 13g limited
to such areas of discretion or policy as the functions and pth'grams of
the public employer, standards of service, its overall budget, utilizdtion
of technology,, the organizational structure and selection an direction
of personnel.

The Pennsylvania School Boards Association calls this section of the Act,

. . . 'one of .he most critical areas of the collective bargaining law.
This sectic.4 of the law protects the school district from having to
bargain over subjects which affect educational opportunities for
children that are clearly the responsibility of the employer. (9)

On the other hand a spokesman for, theOPennsylvania State Education
Association is reported in one of theseducatlthal journals as having said:

The PSEA takes the position that this narrow view of what is negotiable
under the Act cannot be supported by the facts and that the wording of
Section 702 does not in the least foreclose admitting to negotiations
any considerations, whatever, which affect a teacher's practice of his
profession , . , (10)

The position of the Pennsylvania Federation of Teachers is eq4lly broad
in its interpretation of what is negotiable under the terms of the law with one
of its spokesmen stating that: "Teachers and the Federation hold that virtually
all items are negotiable." (11) 1

r
A American Association of School Administrators, The School Administrator sad

Negotiation (Washington. D. C.: the Association, 1955) p. 51.
9. Pennsylvania School Boards Association. Act, 195 (Harrisburg: Pennsylvania

School Boards Association, Inc., 1971) p. 5.4.
10. Lailterbach, Herbert P., "Act 195 Four Points of View Its Impacts on School

Control and on Professional Development of Faculties," the Public Selma Digest,
Vol. 23, Nn. 2 (19704971 School Tear) p. 12

11. Fond", Albert, "Act 195 Four Points of View A Brief Dircussion of Pennsyl-
vania's New Public Employee Bargaining Act," The Public Bawl Digest, Vol.
23. No. 2 (1970-1971 School year), p. 2
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III. A SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH

So far in this presentation, in a somewhat abbreviated form, I have
endeavored to present as fairly as possible the issues of negotiability as they
are reflected in the statements of state and national organizations and as they
may be defined in the statute.

Now, let us flake a look at what actually happened when school teachers
sat down at the bargaining table with school board negotiators.

About a year ago I completed a study which was based upon, an analysis
of Pennsylvania's early experiences with Act 195 as reflected in the fl gotiated
agreements of a random sample of 217 Pennsylvania public school systems.
School districts from every intermediate unit in the state were included in the
sample and the percentage of response was 80%.

Neither time nor space nor the indulgence of so patient an audience will
permit the detailed reporting of all aspects of that study here this morning. In
general, however, it can be fairly noted that although the scope of bargaining
was broad and varied, school boards for the most part avoided negotiations on
many of the controversial items enumerated in the State College case as
"management prerogatives". ..

On the other hand, however ,teachers did succeed in including within their
agreements such a significantly large and varied number of items that it might
imply a tendency towards a liberal interpretation of the phrase "other terms and
conditions of employment."

Tabular analysis showed that the scope of bargaining included significant
percentages of a wide range of specific items in such general classifications as:
(a) organizatiopal benefits, (b) employe rights, (c) instructional program, (d)
personnel policies and practices, and (e) monetary and welfare benefits.

With only a few exceptions, school boards seemed to resist some of the less
direct ways of expanding the scope of their contracts by avoiding the inclusion of
past practice clauses, or the inclusion of supplementary documents either directly
or through reference.

Although it is not always easily discernable from the substance of the
contract, it does appear that the Most significant weakness of school board
negotiators is that they did not utilize the quid pro quo of collective bargaining as
effectively as they might. It is suggested here that management personnel
instead of viewing collective bargaining as another one of education's un-
pleasant sidelines. should capitalize upon it as a means of stimulating the more
efficient utilization of faculty talent towards instructional improvement and the
development of new and innovative ideas and practices. This two-way street to
collective bargaining is wasted when its primary utilization is limited to the
preservation of the stabs quo. One significant quotation on this point which I
must read to you states:

)

Negotiations are a give and take process. Neither side can expect
continual "taking" without some corresponding "giving."

29
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Teacher groups must come to realize that the revenue from which the
"bread and butter" issues are paid is not a bottomless well. Teacher
groups must also come to realize that with increased involvement there
must also be a corresponding responsibility.(12)

Does that strong language sound like something yotbwould read in a School
Board publication? Actually, it appeared in a 1970 issue of the Pennsylvania
School Jeffnal, a PSEA publication.

The study which I referred to earlier also included a questionnaire which
was directed to the framers of the Public Employe Relations Act as well as
employe and employer organizations and other responsible authorities familiar
with the legislation and its implementation. The majority of those responding
inaicated considerable satisfaction with the Act and its implementation. In
particular, thq language of the Act as it defined the scope of bargaining seamed
to meet with`general satisfaction. Many of the respondents expressed their
feeling that it was not the intent of the Act to be more specific in defining the
scope of bargaining. Rather, it was intended to provide a broad definition, the
specifics of which would be worked out with time and experience in applying the
law. To some extent the instruments which will be employed in working out those
specifics will be court interpretations, rulings of the Pqnnsylvania Labor Relations
Board, and emerging patterns of local determination. Perhaps the most notable
example of this experience in applying the law is the State College case where the
famous twenty-onp disputed items of negotiation are still awaiting final deter-
mination in the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. The resolution of pat case would
hove profound implications upon the future of collective bargaining in Pennsyl-
vania.

IV. CONCLUSION

If I may be permitted to close on a philosophical-note I might say that what-
ever the outcome of that case, whatever the content of our present agreements, and
regardless of the steadfastness of our present positions, it is becoming apparent
to many that the face of education is rapidly changing. Like all the evolutionary
changes around us, it is on the move. Our interaction with one another may alter
its direction but not its monentum. It is caught up in the greater swirl of social
change we see around us. People everywhere are clamoring to be ihyolved in all
those things that affect their lives. Teachers, students, and parents want a piece
of the decision-making action. And school boards and administrators who cannot
or will not adapt to the change may find that their tenure in office .will .be Port
and uncomfortable. Teacher associations also who, in the face of rising educa-
tional expenditures, abuse their new found power and Ignore a citizenry clamoring
for quality and accountability may find themselves shadpled watt new' restraints.
As one author has stated: "The great leavening influence in 11 of this will be that
source of power and wisdom that transcends us all, power of public
opinion." (18) +1

12 Solt Elbert S.. "Perspectives on Negotiations," Pennsylvania Scheel Journal,
Vol. 119. Number 8 (November. 1970) P. 127.

13 Wynn, Filebard,::Collective Bargaining." Phi Delta Expose, Vol.. 49. (April, 1970)
pp. 415-419
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THE SCHO BOARDS
AND COLLECTI NEGOTIATIONS

Fred M. Heddinger

Executive Director
PsnnsylvaniaSihool Boards Association

After more than four y as working under the PennsylVania Pqblic Employes
Relations Act Act 195 it is probably a good plate to begin our discussion by
pointing out that there have been no surprises to date .under this process new to
public education. The problem areas that we saw in Act 195 as It was enacted
into law have, indeed, been the probleni areas working under the law.

Before the enactment of Act 195 we' aid that if 4eachers and other public
employes wanted to organize and bargain collectively for-the benefits that should
accrue to them because of their employment, they should have the right. We also
supported legislation that would provide for such rights. We hid some strong
4pservations, and grave concern, about several features of Act 195 as it was finally

cited.

It must be remembered that collective bargaining is a labor relations
process, it is not,,a process for establish* or determining public policy regarding
the quantity, quslity, or general form of publii services. Only those issues that
relate to benefits of employes are appropriate issues to be dealt with through this
process.

The framers of Act 195 recognized this full well when ,they placed into the
Act Section 702 that essentially prevents public employers from being forced to
bargain over issues of public policy, god Section 703 that prevents both employer
and employe union from contravening statutory enactments of the General
Assembly eind'provisions of home rule charters.

Public employers are required, however, to "meet and discuss" with employe
repwsentatives, 'tipon request, on policy matters that affect "wages, hours and
terms and conditions of employment as well as the impact thereon." "Meet and
discuss" is defined in Section 301 (17) of the Act as "the obligation of a public
employer upon request to meet at reasonable times and discuss recommendations
submitted by representatives of public employes: Pr ided, That any decisions or
determinations on matters so discussed shall remain with the public employer and
be deemed filial on any issue or issues raised." Thus, both, policy matters and
their impact that relate to "wages, hours and terms and conditions of employment"
are subject to the "meet and discuss" prcicess of the law.

1
. .

If one recbgnizes that this bargaining process is a labor relations process and
not a policy making process except as It relates to benefits of employes, then the
design of Act 195 and its conditions in Section 702, Section 703, and Section 301 (17)
are much more understandable.

Now, let's look at some of the experience, and problem areas that developed
under Penasylvani law.
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Pennsylvania is one of three or four states that permit strikes by public
employes. Under the so -called "limited right to strike" provisions of Section X
c! Act 195 It was expected by the framers of the law that strike would be'a last
resort, utilized Only after the full. range of impasse resolution procedures had been
exhausted as specified in the law in sections 801. 802 and 803. .

At the time of the enactment of Act 195 there were those who suggested
seriously and sincerely, I would guess that permitting strikes under stipulated
conditions would tend to reduce; rather than increase, the number of strikes.
Anirone who really understood such issues did not concur in this point of view.
The more than four years' experience, where Pennsylvania has had 205 public
school strikes during this period, is ample evidence that legalizing strikes
encourpges strikes. During this period, Pennsylvania has had almost as many
strikes as the rest of the nation combined. Contrast that experience with that in
neighboring New York state where strikes are prohibited and where penalties are
certain: during this same period New York has had relative handful of strikes.

Based on this experience, one must really question whether or not pub)fc
etpploye strikes can be tolerated in an open society such as exists in the United
Stites. It must be remembered that the U. S. Supreme Court, in its 1971 decision
dealing with the United Federation of Postal Clerks,(1) said: "Given the fact that
there is no Ccmstitutipnal right to Strike (in either private or public employment),
it is not irrational or arbitrary for the,Government to condition employment, on a
promise not to withhold labor collectively, and to prohibit strikes by those in
public employment - ". In any event, It is apparent thatsome corrective action is
Indicated in Pennsylvanit.

One of the factors that has contributed to this strike incidence is the fact that
the administration of the law by the Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board (PLRB)
has left the matter of fact fhiding an unresolved issue in too many cases, thus
probably leading-to too many precipitous strikes. Both the mediation process and
the fact finding process should be fully utilized and exhausted before going to the
presumed last resort of a strike. In too many instances, strike has become a
first, or nearly first, resort rather than a last resort.

Despite the provisions of Section 702 and 703 of the law, it was not unexpected
that employe organizations would attempt to unduly and improperly expand the
scope of bargaining under the Act to include matters of public policy. Although
the State Colleges) case Is the notable txample of this, there have been a number
of other cases, including Ringgold{'; Teamster vs. Penn State*: Nagarath5;

1. United rederatlei ef Pastel Clerks vs. Winton N. Blast, V. IL Postmaster
General, U. S. Supreme Court.

3. State College Zdeuttlea Aemelatien vs. Pesamimahl Leber and
Pennsylvania Labor "elation. Beard vs. State College Ares &heel Met, the
Beard Scheel Direst's., COmmonwealth Court No. 1173 C.D. 1173.

3. Charles Z. Masters vs. The Beard et Scheel Directors ef the Itinggeld Selma
9Distrist. Court of Common Pleas, 'Washington County Mt

4. reassyhanla Labor Mathias Beard vs. Teamsters Local Dales N.. 8 sad the
penasylearda glom Ilaiwersity, PIRA -C- 1075-C.

& Peansilvanla Leber lialatiens beard vs. Nawetb Area Mueslis' Asseelatits,
PIRA -C- 18$4 -C
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Northern Cambrian; and ltrIstol Township7.

Ultimately, strikes over such issues must be dealt with in a more forthright
manner than has been the pattern to this point in time. Otherwise, public services,
and the public's right to those governmental services that have been determined
should be provided, will become so abused and so constrained as to seriously
threaten the proper functioning of representative government. In the long run,
this will work to the disadvantage of public employe unions as well as to the
general public and their public officials, both elected and appointed.

In 1970 it seemed pretty apparent, that public employes in ,genettal, and
educational employes in particular, didn't really understand and fully comprehend
the nature of the process for which they had opted under Act 195. Thus, it took a
couple of years before the leadership of such groups would or could admit that
this process, by its very nature, was an adversarial process. Although inch
leadership now frankly admits to this, many employes still do not inderitand
this. Also, public officials in some cases didn't, and still don't recognize this.
Until there is complete understanding on this score, people have difficulty dealing
with the process. Once the process is accepted for what is is a labor relations'
process that deals with soup problems and concerns that the group representatives
deem worthy of discussing and pursuing with the employer then the normal
functioning and direction of the individual within such a group can be expected by
the respective supervisors of such Individuals.

-vs

To some degree, out of this lack of understanding has come the somewhat
ertain attitude that exists among certain elements of the supervisory force of

p lic employers, especially supervisors in the educational field. Some of this
uncertainty also stems from the lack of understanding of Section 301 (0) of the
Act that defines who is a supervisor and the combined effect of Section 301 (19) and
704 of the Act that deal with first-level supervisors. In any event, the court
decisions in Ellwood City9 and Eastern Lancaster9 have left public employers and
their supervisors with rather confused understandings of what responsibilities
supervisors have to their public employ rs.

Supervisors, whether they be first-level or any other level, must represent the
interests of the employer and the general public. The U. S. Supreme Court, in its
recent decision National Labor Relations Board vs. Ben Aerospace Company that
dealt with the National Labor Relations Act, said in that case:

"Supervisors are management people. They have distinguished
themselves in their work. They have demonstrated their ability to take

O. Benjamin H. Root vs: Northern Onmbria School Distriet, Court of Common Pleas
of Cambria County.

7. Pennsylvania Labor Relations Boards vs. Sestet Township Zdocation Association,
PERA-C-8180-E

8. Ellwood City Ares School District vs. Secretary of RdscatIon and George R. Ream,
Jr., Commonwealth Court.

9. Pennsylvania Labor Relations Board and Rasters Lancaster County Edsestlan
Association vs. Eastern Lancaster County School District, Commonwealth Court.
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care of themselves without depending upon the pressure of collective
action. No one forced them to become supervisors. They abandoned
the 'collective security' of the rank and file voluntarily, because they
believed the opportunities thus opened to them to be more valuable to
them than such 'security'. It seems wrong, and it is wrong, to subJect
people of this kind, who have lemonstrated their initiative, their
ambition atid their ability to get %head, to the leveling processes of
seniority, uniformity and standardization that the Supreme Court
recognizes as being fundamental principles of unionism."

4
Later in its decision on this case, the Court said:

"In sum, the Board's early decisions, the purpose and legislative
history of the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947, the Board's subsequent and con-
sistent construction of the Act tot more than two decades, and the
decisions of the courts of appeals, all point unmistakably to the
conclusion that 'managerial employees' are not covered by the Act.

A

We agree with the Court of Appeals below that the Board 'is not now
free' to read a new and more restrictive meaning into the Act."

The relationship of public administrators to the mission of the public
employer is critical to the general public interest. Therefore, it is equally critical
that ptrblic.employer supervisors be carefully and deliberately excluded from the
bargaining unit of rank and file employes.

More recently this situation has been further aggravated by the introduction
into the General Assembly of HB 200010 and SB 175611, both of which would worsen
and further compound an already troubling problem.

As we look back upon the past more than four years' experience, and look
ahead at how public sector collective bargaining can fulfill the purpose for which
it was intended a labor relations process in public employment, it appears that
Act 195 is basically sound in its design. More adequate and effective administration
by the agencies charged with such roles, including the courts, can help bring
about the kind of balance of power that is so critically necessary if this kind of
procpss is to work satisfactorily in the public sector. If this doesn' happen = if
administrative practices can't be improved without legislative zorrection then
it would appear that in the public interest changes must be made in the law to
shore up the problems that have been identified.

10 KB SIN Would change the School Code to allow for bargaining rights under the
School Code for principals and other supervisors in public education.

11. SB 1754 Would change the School Code to allow for bargaining rights for
supervisors with binding arbitration.
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COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS AND THE
TEACHER STATUS

Robert E. Phelps

Exec.:tire Director
Penns Vivanii State'gducation Association

The remarkable thing about Act 195 as it has applied to school personnel who
are our members, it not that taere were some difficulties with it, or even that there
have been some strikeri, bdt that so many of our local teac r associations and
their boards of school directors hove been able to ov- come growing-pain
difficulties and arrive at arceptable contracts. For 1971- ' , more than 400 such
contracts were agreed 4o. For 1972-73, almost 500 4. 4 cts were successfully
negotiated, and for 1973-74, the record was even better as far as results were
concerned. .

The whole process of bargaining in the school district requires an under-
standing of function and roles on both sides of the bargaining table. Boards of
school directors and teacher representatives/have had to learn bow to use the law
just as unions and employers in the private sector had to" learn the p of
bargaining in that period from 1936 to this day. It must be remembered up
until the time of the passage of the Art, school boards had traditionally been
to deal with teachers by unilateral decisions because no law required s
board employer:110 deal with their personnel in any kind of democratic
The point is that we have been learning/ Now we need time to learn more a
how to make Act 195 work everbetter. /

r

It is not surprising that in our first experiences with the law there have
been .-ome difficulties. Act 195 set down rules for the process of bargaining in
contrast to the real vacuum in perwoel relationships which existed in our schools
from time immegkorild. Now both the employer 'and employe were required to
speak, demands amid be made, and under rules, set procedures were to be
followed. Some school boards have stall not learned that the table around which
they talk to teachers has two sides.

Generally speaking, Act 05 has worked well and its provisions have bin.
reasonably good. What is required now is only improvement in the use of the
Act's provisions and perhaps some modifications which suggest themselves
because of the experiences the parties have had with the Act.

It is Practical that we identify from experience, and without emotion, the
advantages and disadvantages of the law in its present form. Our approach to
any such examination should be positive beCause our interest must be in the
protection of the school operation and the improvement of public education.
Every effort must be made to avoid the affects of negative arguments which are
advanced by the self - Interest of opponents of the Act. And we must avoid taking
a stip backward By returning to personnel conditions in the public schools which
have been somewhat responsible for the lag there has been in making possible
educational improvements for children.
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Very frankly, the largest number of difficulties which have been experienced
under the Act result from the attitude of school directors toward it. That attitude
it typified by the official statement of Dr. Charles H. Wagoner of Weston, West
Virginia, to the. convention of The National School Boards Association in April, 1973.
He said "There is no use opening the door.even a crack" to the "evil" of teacher
bargsining. Foolish- as such a statement patently is in this day and age, it
describes exactly the attitude 'toward Act 195 which has shown through the
teachings of The Pennsylvania School Boards Association in its series of workshops
on the law which were begun even before October 1970. Every-effort was made,
and continues to be made, to frustrate the purposes of the law which the General
Assembly intended. But at the moment we will not dwell on that basic reason
for the difficulties v. .ch hay* tnstead, let us take a look at segments of
the law which have given opportunity to its detractors for seeking to make it
inoperative.

Even at the outset, a great many school boards unnecessarily set up blocks
to circumvent the recognition of their teacher groups. Our local associations, in
too many cases were required to go into elections or to make certification appeals
to the PLRB. This happened in some places even where 100% of all of the
members of a bargaining unit indicated they wished to' be represented by one of
our associations, and it happened even in cases where every one of the members of

., the unit was already a membar of our Association. In spite of everything, many
school boards insisted that an election be held with the predictable result, of
course, that the PLRB had to recognize the teacher unit .

We do not say that technically there was anything' wrong with such school
board delaying tactics. What we do say is that the delays were unnecessary,
obstrucronist, and foolishly expensive. As a matter of fact, such school board
attitu s eventually resulted in an almost total disregard for the law. A good'

pie of that fact is the Littlestown School Board where there was a strike,
the school board delayed recognition of the teacher group until last year and
teachers there did not have a contract with the school board although their right
to negotiate for one was recognized in law as early as October, 1970.

Another set .of difficulties In the operation of the law resulted from tlif
board's insistence on its interpretations of the meanings of sections 701 and 702 of
the Act. Section 701 requires bargaining on salaries, wages, and other "terms
and conditions of emplbyment." The meaning of that term has caused serious
controversy and is even now the subject of an appeal before the Supreme Court.

Many school boards have insisted on the narrowest interpretation of Section
701 and have attempted to limit negotiations ,to salaries and wages, only, saying
that there are few "term and conditions of employment," other than wages,
salaries, and a few others, which are subject to bargaining. Our position is that
there are few school policies which do not affect the terms and conditions of a
teacher's employment and that broadening the scope Of bargaining will eventually
result in better schools in the 1970's.

We believe that the logic of our conclusion is clear enough. We believe that
the public interest can be served best if the teacher group is permitted the
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broadest possible opportunity to be involved in the formation of school policy by
the application at the bargaining table of their professional competence in the
education of children.

Since no school policy adopted by a board of school directors can be justified
except as it contributes to the more effective education of the young, or to the
best interests of the public, it follows that the policymaking process should involve
the teacher group. For it is n the teacher group that we find the deepest under-
standing of the child and his needs, and in which the effect of schtol policy on
the child and the teacher is ost constantly and meaningfully felt.

The bargaining process provides a formal\zed way of bringing to bear on
policy construction the best and most informed thinking available to school boards
in a wide range of school problems. Teacher involvement in policy formation is
argued for by a combination of several conditions peculiar to his professional
practice. Among them are the following:

The teacher is a professional employe, uot just a wage earner. The
law defines him as such.

He practices his profession under a form of licensure called certification'
which is mandated and regulated by the law.

He qualifies for professional practice only lifter prolonged and specialized
collegiate education, and in most cases voluntarily extends his education
beyond the mandates. As a matter of fact, the law requires that the '

teacher who holds a baccalaureate degree must extend.his education to
almost the level of a master's degree.

He serves clients who are pupils and is unremittingly responsible
personally for 'their present and future welfare and growth by the
exercise of professional knowledge and judgment.

His practice requires the constant application of intellectual and ctical
judgments of a most critical nature.

He understands much of how learning occurs, applies technical skills,
measures the productivity of his teaching, and best knows what educa-
tional conditions must be present for the child's learning.

His teaching qualifications are equal to, and often exceed, the qualifi-
cations of his supervisors and administrators and he is frequently far
more practiced in the profession than are they. It goes without saying
that the teacher is more familiar with the daily educational process and
needs of children fain are school boardi, and this is not to say that we
do not understand and respect school boards. The fact is that there are
many areas in which school boards must make policy in which they
have no knowledge at all.

The teacher is, therefore, in the peculiar and unenviable position of being
an expert under operating rules promulgated by a school board which
often knows little about the process of education and almost nothing
of its methods.
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He is constantly ectet by policies good and bad en ich he was not
even consulted an which, frequently inhibit or impede m in his teach-
ing. Yet parents ho m responsible to a degree fo e effects of all
policies'

He feels the bad effects of improvable policy daily, yet cannot really exert
full effect on policy improvement because of the narrow range of
meaning given to the bargaining process by administrations and school
boards.

da

' We believe that the foregoing facts maintain the teaching profession's
contention that the public will be best served by the application of the teacher's
total skills to the formation and adoption of school policy through a bargaining
process which covers the widest possible range of negotiable interests.

Section 702, which refers to matters of "inherent managerial policy," and
provides that such matters are. not required to be bargained, has been too
frequently used by school boards in attempts to emasculate the law by making it
possible for them to refuse a broader area of proper bargaining to the bargaining
table. In some cases, boards have filed uqifir practice charges when oar local
associations have placed certain items on tie' table. The effect of the resistance
raised. by school boards against the broadening of the scope of bargaining has
resulted in frustrations which become impasses and which in too many cases
contribute to a strike temper in the teacher associations. What are matters of
"inherent managerial policy?" We believe that it would be useful for the Act to t...,

more clearly define that term to better satisfy the peculiar conditions of ; the
school operation and to avoid meanings of the term which are applicable only in
the private sector.

For example, it should be clear that matters having to do with class size,
materials, textbooks, school libraries, and clerical duties it on teachers,
discipline policies, audio-visual equipment, made available, grading policies,
provisions made for guidance programs, and psychological services, are matters
which so clearly affect the education of children and the performance; of teachers,
that -they are naturally subjects of arrangments which shouldibe made bilaterally
between school boards and professionals. They are not simply matters which
may be decided by so-called "management" and if they are allowed to remain
that, teachers will always find it difficult to bring about improvement in their
teaching which they ady know could be made.

In spite of the

a

fort of many school boards to limit the scope of bargaining
within the narrowest possible lines, it is encouraging to note that numerous school
districts have sensibly admitted to bargaining items which other school districts in-
sist are "managerial." The contracts in the Moon schools, Benton area, Kane, and
Gateway are good examples of forward-looking attitudes. Our experience has
been that in those school districts which are well-managed, in which boards main-
tain a truly practical view of their role, and in which there is a decent attitude
toward personnel, we have had few difficulties with the interpretations given to
the allowable scope of bargaining. ."

All of this suggests that rather than making en attempt to limit bargaining,
the General Assembly might better clarify the meanings of the terms used in
Sections 701 and 702.
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if this were done the process of bargaining which was intended in Act 195
/ would -come closer to the ideal,. that all policy conditions should be' negotiated

which affect the teacher's professional practice and the educational welfare of the
children wito are being taught.

air ,
The General Assembly, in its wisdom, provided the means for resolving

impasses which are inevitable in the process( of negotiationst In general, we
believe that not only was the legislative' intent good, but that the provisions for
impasse resolution are 'reasonably sound. For example, the process of mediation
is provided for under the law. And that provision is a good one. We recognize its
virtue a at the same time, suggest reasonable improvements.

i
It would probably be wise to change the time sequence within which the

process of 'mediation operates, It is 'probably not reasonable to specify that the
condition of mediation- begins to exist 20 days after bargaining has c,pened.' We
would suggest that mediation come into play no sooner than 30 days after
bargaining has opened. Providing for a condition of mediation only 20 days after
bargaining has'-opened is not quite realistic and possibly encourages a feeling that
impasses have been reached. .

up
A second difficulty with the mediation provision is actually not h fault of

the Act itself. It simply arises f,Gm the fact-that when Act 195 went into effect,
no adequate provision was made for anticipating the inevitability that tremendous
new demands would be made on the Bureau of Mediation. The resul has been
that that government bureau is not staffed adequately. There am just of enough
mediators to do the job. We fin

d
in far too many cases that the rocess of`

mediation is delayed only becausenediator is available to It teacher croup and
..;

school board which could use h\ services. When this is the case, we find that
in the period of the mediator's absence, tempers tend to become frayed and
difficulties are magnified. In other instances in which mediation has begun, the
visitations, of the mediatOi must be suspended because he has been called into
other school districts.' There follows, then, a suspension of what could have been
a successful effort to resolve impasse. Our suggestion 'would be that if the staff
of the Bureau of Mediation were\ to be enlarged, the process of meiliation could
result, in a greater number of satisfactory agreements for the resolution of
impasse. Perhaps a doubling of that mediation staff through the addition of
permanently employed mediators, or part-time mediators, would not be unreason-
able.

.
r ,

.

We have been finding that where the parties et:lr Mediation witb an
understanding of the process and a willingness to use it for its practical values,
the chances for success are good. Where either of the parties goes to mediation,

. distrusting the process or resenting it, the chances for success are lessened. Un-
fortunately; we have found that too many school boards resent the "intrusion ".
of a mediator. They consider this to be the intervention, of an outsider and they
confuse mediation with arbitration, bedevil* that an outsider's decision .will be
imposed on them.

It is our belief that if mediators were more immediately available for service
in local impasse situations, the whole bargaining process would be speeded up
and occur much more smoothly. ,
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Act 195 provides for the use of fact-finding for resolving impasses. Our
experience is that fact-finding probably has made agreement possible in about
45% of the cases in which it has been used, if only because the fact-finder's
repOrt frequently encourages the parties to get back to the table for further
negoilations under a more positive kind of pressure to reach agreement. In short,
the position of the association is that fact-finding, while it does not guarantee the
avoidance of serious impasse, is valuable enough asp aid to reaching agreement
that it should be retained in the law.

There is another provision of Act 195 which has allowed school boards to
impede the good operation of the A. That provision is for the ideroificadon of
the bargaining unit. School boards in far too many cases attempt to restrict they,
bargaining unit to as small a number as possible by excluding personnel they claim
are members of the "management team." By doing this they have set up a
divisive force in school operations and have created artificial barriers between
personnel via: are said to supervise of administer and - personnel who teach. We
believe that the General Assembly's intent was to recognize the right of principals
and other categories of. assignment in our school staffs to engage in meaningful
negotiations with their school'boards.

The truth is that school boards attempt to exclude am bargaining as many
professional employes as possible. They have fought inclusion of guidance
counsellors, department heads, school nurses, subject matter supetvlsors,
psychologist's, assistant principals and principals, so-called head teachers, and,
indeed, so many other, that if they were to succeed, there would be hardly any
members left in the bargaining units. The school board claim that such personnel
"manage" is in most cases ridiculous. In hardly any instances are they even
remotely involved in bargaining for the district. They do not effeetlim:y hire or
fire. Our schools would be better served if we did not have this obstructionist
school board attitude intruded into the operation of Act 195.

Our Association wishes to advise you of the statement of belief and attitude
of its Department of Administration and Supervision on this point of bargaining
unit make-up. It is found in our Resolution 73-13 adopted by our House of
Delegates. It suggests that amendments to the Act are necessary to "give all
professional personnel, other than the chief educational administrator and other
commissioned officers, but specifically including all other administrators,
supervisors, and specittl service personnel, the right of collective negotiations
with the board of school directors or trustees in bargaining units whose inclusive-
ness id determined by the total professional staff involved . . . . "

rim% As it developed, the original wording of Act 195, the General Assembly natural-
ly had to designate instrumentalities of the goverr ment of the Commonwealth in
which would reside certain powers of administration, supervision, and enforce-
ment of the Act. Among these agencies, the PLRB was designated as the agency
which would, in effect, supervise the operation of the law as it affects public
employes.

Let it be clearly understood that we fully appreciate the difficulty of t
task assigned to the PLRB and have only respect for the personnel who have been
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given the difficult job of dealing with the actual operation of the Act. However,
experience indicates to us that the PLRB is dealing with bargaining in the public
sector without making any great distinctions between such a condition of employ-
ment and conditions in the private sector. We can easily understand how this has
happened. and we can understand how PLRB operations and decisions have been
influcrxed by the NLRB.

We do believe, however, that collective bargaining for professiopal employes
in school districts is very different in important ways than \collective bargaining
in the private sector. The same definitions do not apply in \the public sector as
in the private sector. For example, collective rgaining fOr teachers involves

lprofessionally prepared personnel who are coApetent to m e 'judgments and
decisions about the conditions of their, service and the way in hich they perform
professionally. 1 %

You will recall that I opened our statement to this symposium with the
recognition that Act 195 has been surprisingly sudcessful. -.L'ou do not need to be
told that there were strikes re the law was enacted and the reason for the
strikes there have been befo, 1 since the law is a simple one. Teachers had
just gotten to the point where . no longer, could perform professionally or with
any dignity under the condition., which had traditionally existed for teachers in
public education. Simply put, Act 195 did not engender strikes. Strikes were
present to show the inadequacies of school operation even before the General
Assembly wisely included the right to strike erelong the provisions made in Act
195. 4

The Pennsylvania School Board Association has repeatedly stated that "in
most cases strikes have been illegal and a poor example for children." Surely the
PSBA knows that such a statement is not true. In no single instance has a court
decided that any of the strikes which have occurred was illegal. In each case,
all of the necessary steps required to be taken in the Act had been taken before any
work stoppage was called.

vi t.diation was used insofar as school boards permitted it to be useful.
Fact-finding was submitted to by ur local associations when fact-finding was
ordered by the PLRB. And it should be pointed out that that agency is the only
agency which c-uld require fact-finding. There is no single example of illegal
striking by a local association of ours which has been recognized as such by
judicial determination. 0

It has also been claimed by some that strikes by teachers are a poor
exai pie for children. When schools do not answer the 'steeds of children because
of bad school policies, or poor public support, the teacher is duty-bound to take
actions which require the attention of the public to school conditions. When a
professional cannot teach as well as he knows how to teach, cannot discipline youth
because a school board which may be politically motivated, does not allow the
exercise of professional judgment, the public suffers.

When, for whatever reason, we continue to demand professional performance
by teachers, while we forever deny to them economic competency of professional
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dignity, the professional teacher has no cheice but to exercise his legal right to
withdraw services. To do less than that would indeed be unprofessional because
It would allow the indefinite continuation of school programs and school conditions
for which the public is made to suffer through its children.

Let us give some attention to the too-often-repeated claims of the PSBA
and a very few others that Act 195 has given the teachers some kind of over-
powering edge at the bargaining table. Let's look at the charge that the children
have lost an unmeasured number of pupil instructional hours in the classroom
because of the minter -; of the teachers when they strike. Let us look on, the
claim that the PSBA makes that Act 195 has seriously affected the taxpayer's
pocketbook. I would suggest that we spend little time on these allegations because
none of them have merit in fact. The regrettable thing about it is that the PSBA
knows there is no virtue in their arguments, but th& it still advances them. One
has to doubt where the true interest in public educerim lies.

You wall learn from supported facts of history that strikes were nothing new
at the time of the enactment of Act 195, and you will be led to the conclusiob that
the re-sons for teacher discontent existed before the enactment of that excellent
law and that they nave not been completely removed. Act 195 was a people law,
it understood that teachers are people, and that teachers do not exist in 1974
without the same urges, he same needs, the same requirements, as do all human
beings. The fact is, our findings show there were strikes before the Act, and
whatever happens, there will be strikes under the law. The point is that each of
us is required to perform better under the law, and because of the law, than before
we had Act 195.

Fact-finding has had a positive influence in the resolution of impasse. Not
perfect, it still provides one more means by which the contending parties may be
moved to seek agreement with each other. It ougth to stay as a valuable part
of this legislation.

Exact Information about the strikes which were conducted in Pennsylvania
before and since the enactment of Act 195 is vital to all concerned about this
statute. It is important to note that the facts which are shown come out of the
actual salary earnings and loss record of teachers who were affected, and not
out of the specious claim of PSBA that many pupils have suffered irreparable harm
because they lost the oppOrtunity to be instructed on account of teacher strikes.
The PSBA already knows this. The actual figures should demonstrate our stated
fact to you.

Now we must come to a consideration of the claim that legalized bargaining
for teachersiresulted in massive increase in the number of dollars taxpayers must
pay for the support of the school. Studies which deal. with the effect of tax
stricture on the millage collectible in the school districts affected by strikes
demonstrate that no such claim of school boards is supported by fact.

There has been no insupportable increase in the costs of schools resulting from
collective bargaining. The people have not be:. impoverished. There has been
vsry little increase in school costs that would be noticehble to most Pennsylvania
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taxpayers in school districts where they are already doing& good job of supporting
their schools. Thom fact that school districts did not Manage their local school
disbOct finances to satisfy the requirements of Act 88 does not allow school boards
to foist the bltane for tax increases on Act 195. Rather, it points up their refusal
to plan wily anti itnance according to their educational needs..

Finally, we come to a rather sorry part of the story. There are school
districts in Pennsylvania which think they have found a way to emasculate your
good law, Act 195 Specifically, and only as examples of a spreading method, the
Northern Cambria School District, and others believe They can perform the
surgical act of emasculation of the law. In the face of the requirement that they
must,bargain with their teachers, they simply suspend school opeiations, and the
school prOgram vhers they please, allow the children to suffer by cutting the
program,, and c t the income of teachers, by simply declaring the end of the
school year.

PSEA charges that no public agent called a school board should be permitted
to dent to boys and girls the opportunity to 180 days of instruction which the law
requiles simply in the effort to "beat the teachers."

PSEA would suggest an examination of Act 195 which would require school
boards to respect the law, to obey it, and to guarantee the modest legal requirement,
set down in that children have a minimun of 180 days of instruction. The memberi
of our local associations who voted to strike are willing to give those days. They
do not ask or want payment for any days on which they have not taught. All that
we ask is that politically motivated school boards not be allowed to make meaning-
less the best collective bargaining Act for teachers, for children, and for the public,
which can be round anywhere in the United States.

If you are searching for ways to improve the Act, search for ways to make
boards of school directors responsive to the law and responsible to the people for
their failure to provide useful school programs for the children and decent
professional practice for our teachers.

IN SUMMARY:

1. We should give attention to removing the opportunity boards have for
delaying the recognition of local associations which will negotiate for teachers.

2. We might strengthen the Bureau of Mediation in persontibl and in the
time requirement which boards must hold to in requesting its services.

3. We should retain the requirement for fact-finding under the direction of
PLRB.

4. We must give to the Department of Education greater power in requiring
the accomplishment of the 180 day year.

5. We should Wooden by specification the scope ofbargaining. .

8. We should broaden the membership in bargaining units by the inclusion
rrofessional personnel which echo... boards haye attempted to exclude.

7. We must take from the local school boards their power to emasculate
the law by simply suspending school programs as an instrument in winning their
bargaining points.
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